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became very abusive. The security
guard intervened because she felt
that Sharon might actually be in-
jured."
The Mtermath
The Caribbean Club has refused
to disclose the name of the DJ's
assistant, as the Office ofStudent
Life and Baruch Security could not
identify him.
According to a member ofPuerto
Rican for Involvement, Develop-
ment, & Enlightenment (known as
PRIDE), it isn't the first time the
DJ and his assistants have been
hired for a party on the 14th floor.
"He's been here before," said
the PRIDE member, regarding the
assistant. "They have played at
other parties. He [the assistant]
was just blasted," said the PRIDE
member under anonymity.
According to the Office of Stu-
dent Life, the damage was done to
Room 1422-a large, open space '
were most events are held-the
night the party was held. The dam-
age consisted oftwo holes punctur-
ing the lower half an outer wall
and two more gaping holesplung-
ing into the center beam of the
room.
By Dusan Stojkovic
Student and faculty organiza-
Tortorelli with petty larceny. tions are gearingup their efforts to
Although Tortorelli was arrested e- propagate grassroots opposition to
for grand larceny, the charges were the new round ofcuts in the state's
reduced to petty larceny. Weinstein budget for higher education pro-
indicated that he had no comment posed by Governor George Pataki.
specificallyonthe caseandexplained Although there have been nu-
thatsincetheequipmentwasn'tnew merous lobbying trips to Albany,
or taken directly from a store, it was the first major protest against the
evaluated at a cost ofunder $1,000. cuts will be a march from Times
This resulted in a lessening of Square to Madison Square Park,
charges from the original grand lar- set to take place on March 21st.
ceny to petty larceny. The case was Initially, the march was supposed
adjourned for motion until Febru- to proceed to City Hall, but orga-
ary 15 and Tortorelli was released nizers say they could not obtain a
that day. He appeared in court on permit for this. A further demon-
February 15 when the case was ad- strationwillbe held onMarch 28th,
journed to consider possible disposi- at Borough ofManhattan Commu-
tion. He is due to appear again in nity College. _
PartAP3 ofcriminal court onMarch The first event is being planned
21. by an ad-hoc alliance of student
In attempts to be reached for activists fromvirtually allbranches
commentathishome,Tortorelliwho· of CUNY. The .mostvociferous of
has siBee,,~hitt"p. jtjen,at...: ;:tbem bevepnecLforcesas the'Stu-
Baruch, denied his identity claim- dent Liberation Action MovementJ
'·ingl.O~hiBbrotberandsta~-eJi;:.eo-IJ;"jtA1.for..~BdueatieR,~·youare·~to readi-mybrOther:l - SLAM!.-TliiS.C~tiOjfhasemerged
can not commentonhiin personally, out of the ashes of last year's de-
whatever happened to him is his funct, and arguably ineffective,
business. " CUNY Coalition Against the Cuts
For SLAM! spokesperson Robert
Hollander, the most important
change the organization has gone
through is in its structure, which
now helps it function more easily.
"Last year, the CUNY
Coalition lost steam because of
internal difficulties. Various left-
ist, sectarian groups latched onto
the organization," Hollander ex-
plains, asserting that the bicker-
ing among these groups impeded
the Coalition's work. "This year,
we've become more focused by
structuring ourselves with del-
egates representing the individual
CUNY campuses," he adds.
"The party was fine," said
Telford. "Everything was going
smoothly. It was just with this
individual that we had the prob-
lem."
According to Carl Aylman,
director of Student Life, the prob-
lem stemmed from the DJ hired,
not from the students or the guests
present. He explained that the DJ
entourage failed to follow the di-
rections ofthe staffofStudent Life
as they attempted to end the party
at the designated time-which was
10:00 PM.
"One particular member of the
DJ entourage," said Aylman, "felt
that he wanted the party to con-
tinue. Sharon's authority was ques-
tioned and he [the OJ's assistant]
building, the other members ofthe
music entourage refused to move
the equipment. Finally, after some
negotiations, the DJ's entourage
was escorted out and the equip-
ment packed up, explained Lai.
Consistent with Lai's account
was the recollection of Kevin
Telford, another Baruch security
officer present during this incident.
He also acknowledged that the DJ's
assistant was drunk and belliger-
-,
ent.
•
By Diana Cabral
A confrontation that arose at a
Caribbean Student Association
party on F'riday, March 1 has lead
to stricter enforcement ofrules con-
cerning club parties, while caus-
-ing accusations of racism and fa-
voritism to surface from all areas
of the Baruch community.
According to Sharon Lai, as-
sistant director of Student Life, a
confrontation with one of the as-
sistants to DJ, GQ International,
occurred as Lai attempted to end
the party. Lai alleges that alcohol
was present ata non-alcohol sanc-
tioned party and that damage was
done to Room 1422-the room
party was held in.
"I walked over at ten o'clock to
turn the lights on," said Lai. "But
a guy with the music entourage
came over and turned them off. I
turned them on again and he again
turned them off. Finally, I said,
it's ten o'clock, the party's over."
Lai claims that both she and
Baruch Security Officer, Tina
.Rivera were then verbally as-
saulted with profanities and racial
epitaphs by the DJ's assistant. A
yelling and screaming match en-
sued and when security tried to
escort the gentleman out of the
Damage Done To University Property
During a Caribbean Club Party
By Candida Deller-Kortright
A Baruch supervisor ofcustodi- tory professor's office during a one
ans was arrestedonJanuary9, 1996, month period. Upon investigation,
on chargesofgrandlarcenyfor steal- security detenirined there was no
ing university equipment from a forced entry and decided that a hid-
professor's office. den camera would be installed in an
At approximately 5:50 PM, New attempt to catch the thief.
York City police officers arrested "Basically what we did was set
Hugo Tortorelli, 38, in the lobby of up a camera," Schmid said. "We
the Administrative building at 135 caught him red handed so to speak.
East22ndStreeton chargesofGrand .We spotted him [on tape] stealing,
Larceny. then called the' police who deter-
"One of our [Baruch's] security mined that 'we had ample evidence
guards detained him," said Karl for an arrest and they put the cuffs
Schmid, assistant vice president for on him."
facilities and operations and the After the recurring incidents the
perpetrator's's supervisor. "Then we total items missingincludedtwotele-
called him down to 'building and phones,acomputermonitor~aCPU,
grounds where he was arrested in a keyboard and a modem.
the lobby of the building." According to Schmid, it is not
Tortorelli has been employed at Baruch policy to require a criminal
-Barueh since 1987andhas routinely background check for prospective
worked the 4:.00 P.M.. to midnight employees.
shift,a:s'~rofthe 17 LeXiilg- .. ·"W.edo referencech~~-
.ton .and.. Ad:'!t!.~~-.!!!e~b~ri)'tl.in~~, .~~checKscouldprove to be e~n­
According to his, defense, attorney,' Sive,~~ai4'SClifi't,i~.. :~u ------ '.. -_.,..'
RobertWeinstein, this is Tortorelli's At his arraignment on January
first offense. 10, whichwaspresidedoverbyJudge
Accordingto Schmid, there were M. Finerty', Assistant District At-
recurring incidents. oftheft in a his- torney David Gross charged
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On behalfof the people
you have helped,
p lease accept our thanks.
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There is something about your type,
whether it is A, B,AB, or 0 ,
that makes you
very special to us.
"'-"----
GRADUATION ELIGIBILITY:
You must file an
APPLICATION FOR qE~REE f~rm
with the Registrars Office Inyourfinal semester
in order to be eligible to graduate and to be
included in the commencement program.
implementation of the new pro-
gram has been an issue on the
administration's table for the
last 15 years and it is expected
to be put in practice in the Fall'
96, .
"The Provost, Lois
Cronholm, felt that the-former.
three departments were becom-
ing too small in terms offaculty
and; yet, they seemed to have a
common theme that could make
a stronger department. and a
combined course curriculum,"
said Bird.
According to Bird, the pro-
gram is expected to provide
easier accessibility to students
interested in the Arts adminis-
tration field. In addition, the
new program will have the same
tutorial and internship support
offered by the traditional Ad Hoc
major in Arts Management.
He also mentioned that
there is an expectation that the
new program will offer common
core courses that will cover top-
ics such as Art Enterprise, Art
Management troubleshooting,
Fundraising and Copywriting
laws.
"The linkage between art
and art administration ex-
panded to business stands as a
natural fit," said D'Apon t e .
school in the process," said Lilly
Cabrera, an Accounting major but
not a member of any club, who was
with her on the Student Center
floor
These rueasu re s, new or oid will
take a toll on the quality and quan-
tity of
parties and other events held by
the clubs at Baruch.
"Now they look at party',", in a
more negative fashion, like- now
here comes another l)arty'." ey'r.
throwing a lot of other things into
the mix," asserted Jeff Lamboy
FOR NEWS
CONTACT
TO WRITE
DEIRDREAT
802-6799
CANDIDA OR
A NEW CURRICULUM
Amidst faculty and course
cuts, the Fine & Performing Arts
Department's first project is the
implementation of a new course
curriculum: The Fine & Per-
forming Arts Administration
Program. The new program will
cater to students interested in
expanding combined artistic and
business skills into the real
world, according to Professor
Bird. "Internships will be very
relevant to this new program,"
he added.
According to Professor
D'Aponte, the creation and
leaders of the clubs," he said.
According to some these are not
new rules and have always existed
it's just now that they are being
enforced much more.
Joseph Calliste, Assistant Direc-
tor of Security, said "Meetings be-
fore parties is something custom-
ary, there is nothing unusual about
that, it's been going on for a long
time .'
\Vhen asked if the one guest per
student was a new rule he re-
sponded that "this is the rule."
Having a picture ID also seems to
be nothing new "this has been go-
ing on for as long as I have been
here," Calliste responded.
The lo~~aving two metal
detectors instead of one has to do
with the movement of the Student
Center from the 23rd street build-
ingto 360 PAS. "Now it is different,
says Calliste, you have different
avenues where people can get in."
The whole situation seems to be
getting a negative reaction from
students that have joined Baruch's
varies clubs in order to broaden
their college life. "Gee we have no
real
College like things around here,
says Nancy Villegas, a member of
LAS0 , there has to be someway
students can unwind and have fun."
"But you do not want to destroy the
dents can have a little bit of six professors each department
each. This would do students a had before the merge.
terrible injU$t~e.' It would not According to Bird,. many
serve the fu netion of giving people have questioned the out-
people an In-depth creative _ come of the new depart.merit'and
thinking practice." its configuration.
On the other hand, accord- "We as a combined faculty are
ing to Theater Professor Mimi still. getting to know one an-
D'Aponte, who will be chairing other, so this past few weeks
the newly formed department, have being a period ofgetting to
there has been a trend across see what our common goals are,"
the U.S. to put art departments said Bird. "Candidly, I think
under a single umbrella. our goals are much more simi-
Nonetheless, Professor lar than different, and that
D'Aporrte suggested other pos- makes me very happy. But it
sibilities as well. " ...1 suppose [the new department] is really a
there are economic factors as composite creature that still re-
well as philosophical reasons to mains to be seen."
the creation of the new depart-
ment," she said.
STRONGER AND BETTER
Both Professors D'Aponte and
Bird agreed that the new de-
partment will not only be stron-
ger than its former departments
but also it will better serve the
student body.
"It'll make us stronger in
terms of a larger faculty, and in
terms of the number of students
to draw from," said Bird. "But
that still doesn't put us under
the 10th largest departments at
Baruch," he joked.
The new department has 16
professors against the three to
Permission to get room
1422 to hold a party has appar-
ently become much more stringent
and ne\'v· guidelines have been set,
along w i t h the re-enforcing ofrules
and regulation which clubs already
adhr-rod to.
.. They an: making it that much
more d i fficu I t for me to throw a
party." :-;aid -Jcff La m bov, Presi-
dent of PRID E, ..?\aw I have to go
through stringent security mea-
sures, they're only allowing one
outsider per Baruch student, when
before you could have people walk
in," he coriti n ued.
In addition to having metal de-
tectors on both the lobby and the
fourteenth floor, a guest list must
be now be provided beforehand. " I
have also had to sit in a meeting
with the head of security concern-
ing my party when I have never
had to do that before," he asserted.
"It was that much more difficult
I: for me to get my permission to
~ serve alcohol, said Lamboy, "Be-
:g fore all you did was get the paper
~ and submit it, now it's a process of
~ lectures with Student Life and then
having to go see security. It was
just back and forth, being lectured
on what can and cannot happen
and all these new rules," said
Lamboy."They're making everyone
more responsible, especially the
Caribbean StudentAssociation Party Ends
With Property Damage
New Department Born Out Of Budget Cuts
Three Departments Combined Create Fine and Performing Arts Department
2
By Marcio A. Silva
The Fine & Performing Arts
Department, has been created
as a result of last years univer-
sity budget cuts and Baruch's
retrenchment plan. The merger
of the three departments: Art,
Music and Theater, has created
the. Fine and Perfoming Arts
Department. This new depart-
ment is expected to energize the
former departments as well as
create a synergy among them.
According to Faculty Sen-
ate Chairperson Virgil Bird,
most departments within the
college are isolated.
"It's the thought that com-
bining the three departments
in to one will give us a chance to
work more with students and
areas specially where business
and arts converge," said Bird.
Apart from the former Art
Department, which had its fac-
ulty and its two and three di-
mension art courses cut, stu-
dents will be able to register for
the same courses offered prior
to the formation of the new de-
partment. "Everything remains
the same," said Music Professor
Dennis Slavin.
"1 have a great fear," said
Art Professor Terry Berkowitz,
"that there is a concept of mesh-
ing art, music and theater into
a basic curriculum course so stu-
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Con tin ued (rom (ron t page
Leaders from the Caribbean Stu-
dent As:-;ociation, Sharon Lai. Carl
Aylman and Securitv met last week
to di scuss the «vent.s and t.rv to
prevent a si mi lar sit.uat.ion from
occurrmz
Apparently the events of two
weeks :lgO have had a ripple effect
on or.her ('Iubs who wish to ha \'l' an
p\'('nt. more so if the party is to be
}wld during the 5 to 10 slot.
o·f" .
~~:~<~~<;;~:~:;~q~(i~:~.·' ,';:j~L.
AN EXAMPLE OF THE DAMAGE
DONE TO ROOM 1422 DURING
THE CARRIBEAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION PARTY ON
MARCH 1
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23rd St. Lobby
18th St. Lobby
Rm 1512 360 PAS
Rm 1702 360 PAS
DROP-OFF SITES:
OPEN A CHILD'S EYES TO THE
WORLD WITH A KIND DONATION
OF A BOOK
Sponsored by:
Phi Eta Sigma- Freshman Honor Society
Day Session Student Govt.
Student Life
The Ticker
CHILDREN FROM PS-2 IN
CHINA TOWN NEED YOUR
IlELP Ifyou want to give 2 hours aweek
to the children as teachers assistants, then
join Golden KeyNat'l Honor Society'sAdopt-
A-School Program. For information or to
sign up, contact program coordintator Kim
Villanueva at 516-231-1670
DEPARTMENTBlDRIilANIZATlDNB
Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hilleCfoundation@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
PEATURED DEPARTMENT DF THE PC..TNIIiIHT
CIS Department World Wide Web Home Page (CISnet): http://bus.baruch.cuny.edu/cisnetJ
CIS Faculty Directory: http://bus.baruch.cuny.edu/cis/facuIty/
STUDENT NEWSPAPER.
The Graduate Voice: the....,graduate_voice@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Reporter: the_reporter@scsu.sitea.baroch.cuny.edu
The Ticker: the_ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
\-IBTSEFIVERS
Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
DTHEFI INTEFINET SERVICES
\NEB BIT•• '
Baruch College: http://bbweb.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu/
Baruch College School of Business: http://bus.baruch.cuny.edu
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edu/
Student Computer Services Unit: COMING SOON!!!
ABDUT THIS "DIRECTORY
This directory is maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker as a public service. The SCSU was
created by the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc. to provide organizations funded by the College Association with computer-related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to report difficulties, errors, or omissions in this directory, please send
e-mail to scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu. Please note that due to the limited nature of the SCSU's mandate and resources, the SCSU does not
provide services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the general College community. Also, please note that
due to the space limitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU
and The Ticker.
Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the listserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.
&-MAlLADDFlIIBBIIB'
IITUDIiINT··.L••- ....ICaLL...·......QNNIIL
Dr.RonaldAa,ro~.As8ociateDeanof~dents::":ron_aaronOsCsu.sitea.»aruch.euny.edu
. Dr. CarlAYIman,·DireetorofStudentLife:'carl.;;.aylmanOse81Lsitea.baruch~euny.edu.
Debbie Bick, Associate Director ofStudent Life:debbie_biek@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Richard Browne, Copy Editor, The Ticker: riehard_browneOscs~sitea.baruc1Lcuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Bursar: .dssgJRirsarOscsu.siteabaruch.cuny.edu
Day Session 8.tudentGovermnent Council: cis$g...C9Uncil@scsq.~itea.lJaruch~cuny.edu
Day Session Student GovernmentPresident: d88g..president@scsu.sitea.barueh.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Govet'DUlentVice Presi<Ient:dsBg..vi,ce-president@scsu.si,tea.baruch.cuny.edu
Nathalie ESposito, Office ofStudehtLife: nathBlie_esposito@scs:u.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu . .
Professor Lucy Gamett,Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc.: lucy...,garnett@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa Goldstein, Director ofFreshman Orientation: lisa..goldstein@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu .
Hr. Samuel Johnson, Vice President for Student DevelopmentlDean of Students: samJohnson@scsu.sitea.baruch;cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Kirschner, Assistant Dean of Students: carl_kirschner@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Sharon Lai, Assistant Director, Office of Student Life: sharon_lai@sesu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Daisy Rodriguez, Office of Student Life: daisy_rodriguez@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Luz Rodriguez, Office ofStudent Life: luz_rodriguez@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Marcy Roe, Office of Student.Life: marcy_roe@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Jeanette Shuck, Office of Student Life: jeanette_shuck@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evening and Graduate Student Services: mark_spergel@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Eric Thorsen, Editor-in-Chief, The Ticker: eric_thorsen@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Susan White, Office ofStudent Life: susan_white@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
4
-VOLUNTEEER INCOME TAX
ASSISTANCE Largest Golden Key
. ~
Honor Society's program. is now open
for business students. Volunteers ofer
free tax help from March 1 through
April 15 in 360 PAS building Room
2014.,_B from lOam-8pm from Monday
to Friday.
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.Response to .
the Mayor
By Dusan Stojkovic
As was reported in the last
issue of· the.~ Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani had sparse
words of encouragement for
CUNY students in face of new
budget cuts at the Manhattan
Town Hall Meeting held at
Baruch last month. "Any stu-
dent who wants to stay in col-
lege can work harder," the
mayor said, lamenting that so-
ciety had failed to instill the
WASP work ethic in the stu-
dents. The following are some I
reactions to the mayor's state-
ments from CIJNYstudents and II
faculty.
"CUNY sfudents are definitely,'
not lazy. In fact, CUNY students
are some of the hardest-working I!
students arounda lot of people
at Baruch work ·two jobs while
holding down a full course load...
What Gfuliani said is just a local
expression of the politics of the
country, the new conservatism.
He is not alone." -Orlando Green,
Baruch student activist
. "I think that theMayor is living
manotherworlcLIt'sas ifhe's ina
~ewarp.IhadthoughthewouId
be a kinder, gentler mayor, but,
apparently,he'saone-termmayor.
WhathesaidattheTownMeeting
aJienatecJ.anyCODStituencyhemay
have bad." -Dr cecma McCall,
Banreh English Professor
"He said what'?! ••• I couldn't
lmderstand how·anthose people
could. support~when he was
pusbing. for.tbe .~\h pen~.
WeD, this ·isaDiCe.~ .penstlq:
. the ."J'. •
..~"""~·."·~R."""··'iit· ..
. *4. j~___ .~. ~•. '.5 .~5!4 w...W z.-5....• 4~=1
Library Grassroots Student
Experiments Organizations Protest Cuts
• Continued from front page
With New . "Basically, SLAM! is fight-
rng for the right to an educa- proactive caucus of PSC was
E
' tion, and, like every human s~~posed to support and par-xtended right, ~hat's something you t i ci p a t e in the march next
. shouldn t have to pay for," main- Thursday. But according to Dr
.• tains Orlando Green, a Baruch Cecilia McCall, a Baruch En-
H
d.elegate to SLAM! and long- glish professor and proactive
. .0urs t irne student activist. caucus member, the Congress
. He notes that another change pulled out after disputes with
_ i n comparison to last year is other organizations arose, over
By Andrew Scott that the organization is work- the route ofthe march, who the
Students will now be able to ing more closely with the com- speakers would be and political
study longer. The library has m un i ty. As Green puts it, "If we content. Official PSC spokesper-
extended its hours an additional want to win, we must have the sons were unavailable for com-I
2? ,.hours p'e~ ~eek without s.ig- co:nmunity's support. You go to m e n t ..
n ifican t addit.ional fu n din z. college for four or five years As for what steps wil l be taken
The new library h~ur~ are hut you stay a member of vou; if, in the end, the cuts should be
Monday-Thursday 9 a.m.-12 community forever." He goes on implemented, Hollander as-
p.;!"!., F'r i duy 9 a.ln.-9 p.rn. and to say, "T'h is is about much more ;.erts: "That's asking a lot. We
Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m.-:9 than paying higher tuition or r rr st have to see how the march
p.m. This is an experiment losing your financial aid." goes, but we're very optimistic."
which began March 18 and will Hollander echoes this senti- He goes on to say, "Students
continue throughout the Spring ment, stating, "This is a wide must realize that the responsi-
exam period. social struggle; it's not just bility for the surviva·l of CUNY
"The reason why we're do- about students, but they're the rests with them. They cannot
ing this is to benefit the stu- only agents of society that have depend on their governments,
dents and to start grappling the freedom to act, because college presidents orthe admin-
with the fact of a 12 months a they're at the bottom looking . istration, which is headed by an
'year seven days a week college," up." According to Green, the intrinsic enemy of CUNY."
says Kristin McDonough, chief chiefdifference between SLAM! According to Green, Chancel-
librarian. and the University Student Sen- lor W. Ann Reynolds and the
During the extended hours ate is that his organization is Board of Trustees had the por-
group study rooms will be un- promoting action from the bot- tion of the budget slotted for the
available. There will also be no tom up, while US.S wants to pre- SAFE police reinstated, while
library personnel assistance vent further budget cuts from cutting TAP and PELL funds.
available in the reference, cir- the top down. For its part, USS In response to the common
culation, reserve and paged pe- is organizing the less militant. sentiment among students that
riodicals service. rally on March 28th, along with they don't h~ve the power to
"TheY-U. know what they the Professional StaffCongress. ma~e a. real.'mpact, Ho~lander
want," says Ester Ramos, Iread abodyrepresenting·SOOO'rae;.. 1D:alntalns, .T~o$e feelIngs of
of circulation.. "They'Ilbe-able .. ~ltY~_J;Il_~~~.~!,§ .~f t.J:!~ __9!ty Uni- [helplessnessl~ustcreate more
to use copy rooms and machines versity. Originally.~.ihe·:ii.eW~~-~IpleS&ReS8:l·-:·-·_····.._ ,-_ 0
at leisure more so than wanting
books to borrow," Ramos adds.
CUNY+, the CD-ROM net-
wo r k, the reference collection ,
open stack periodicals and news-
papers will remain available.
"The emphasis is for study-
ing," says Alfredo Garcia, the
library's evening supervisor. "I
think they'll use this opportu-
nity to study in this new -build-
ing," Garcia adds.
Woonsoo Kim, an evening
student graduate accounting
major says, "I like it, I have no
problem with it."
"I wholeheartedly· agree,"
says Randy Cumbereatch, a fi-
nance major who studies in the
library on Thursdays and on
weekends.
"I'm not in the library ev-
eryday but there are times you
need to be here," says another
stucient.
Although there will be two
security guards, one who will
pa trol the floors, there is con-
cern about the maintenance of
the library collections, furnish-
ings and equipment since main-
tenance services close at 1 p.m.
and since library personnel will
not be present during extended
hours. This may lead' to the
closure of rest rooms on some
floors.
Dean of Students Ron Aaron
says, "Its going to work basi-
cally by students self-monitor-
ing."
~Al~CHTOA NOON AT TIMES SQUARE
BARbcH MEE\r~~ISII0A·NM·SQUA·RE PARK
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Sylvia Rackow is an adjunct lecturer in. the
English Department at Baruch College
have any sympathy for Berenson, why have two
editorials appeared in Peruvian newspapers stat-
ing that the charges and sentence are excessive,
unfair and unjust?
It is certainly unfortunate that Ms. Berenson
"spoke angrily" on television, "denouncing her sen-
tence and the judges." If you were innocent and
were to be sentenced to 30 or more years in prison
without any chance to defend yourself, would you
be laughing, singing and cheerful? Is that a reason
to up the ante to life imprisonment? Ridiculous.
That's not justice, that's not a court of law; that's
just not defensible by any standards.
If you want this American's viewpoint. it is
this: Ms. Berenson is being held hostage by the
"anti-gringa" mentality in Peru. We should caii
upon American companies with Investments in
?~ru to withdraw from that country'. \Ve shou.c
call upon Coca-Cola '[0 stop seiling its prociucts in
Peru. \Ve should do everyThing in our power LO
assist our fellow American. Lori 3eren.~on. wrio
savs that she is innocent, :-:0 she is gi'.·en a fa ir tria;
wit.h due process. And let us consider- ourselves
lucky that we live in a nation which horrors clue
process.
Sylvia Rackow
As vice president of DSSG, I know that criticism
comes with the territory. But it should be substantive
and constructive. It shouldn't be out of the rage of one
who needs to learn selfcontrol.
I also don't appreciate the comment made about
Andrew Heller. As far as I'm concerned, Baruch has
never had as good a student president as he. As for
myself: ifyou know anythingabout me, you'll know that
the one thing I'm not is "content."
Instead ofsitting back and making inaccurate judg-
ment calls, I invite you to work with us so you can see
that it takes much more than just ranting and raving.
Kumarie Bhoop
Executive Vice President, DSSG
Get It Straight
To the Editor:
The slanderous attack on two executives of the
Day Session Student Government was totally un-.
called for. At the town hall meeting there were no
questions being taken from students; so student
officers behaved professionally and did not challenge
the restrictions. However, onestudent, who screamed,
ranted, and, raved, gave the audience the wrong
impression of Baruch and of CUNY students as a
whole. Therefore, it was best for the president and
vice president not to further downgrade the image of
CUNY that Mayor Giuliani already has. As for
DSSG not doing anything to unite students for the
March 21 rally, you failed to see the ad that was
placed in your own paper. It was also announced at
the Club-Council meetiBgon-F~-13hya "not-
so-content" vice-president. I would appreciate The
Ticker gettingits facts straightbefore theygo around
bashing D.S.S.G. or anyone else.
Suresh Dianand,
Vice President ofAcademic Affairs
Letters to the Editor
The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers, and do n~t necess?,r.ily
represent the opinions ofThe Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts on.ly typewritten art:d slf5.ned o~lnLOn
pieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of~xhaleartl~les is contlr:gent
upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 words, typeuiritten and signed. Unsll5.ned
letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Wnters
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and
clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Exhale editor.
Ranting and Raving is Out
To the Editor:
Temper; temper,..
As Executive Vice President ofDSSG, I am
well aware ofthe fact that I must do all I can for
Baruch students, includingfighting againstbud-
get cuts inallpossible ways. But I also am a
student representative. Whether serving on a
committee, or attending a town hall meeting
with the mayor, I am to represent Baruch stu-
dents-in the most positive way possible.
The student who was standing alone and
arguing With Giuliani had apparently decided
that behaving in an unprofessional manner and
appearing to have completely lost her mind was
herwaytorepresent Baruch, That's not my way,
and not something I will stand and support.
To the Editor:
. I'd like to ask the person who wrote "No
Support" (Ticker Editorial, March 6) ifthey were
at the Town Meeting and know all the facts. If
theyhad been, they wouldn't have made such an
emotional statement with no rational thinking
behind it. Maybe you'd like to explain to me how
we are supposed to "support a fellow student"
whois throwinga tempertantrumatthemayor?
Due to her unprofessional actions and lack of
decorum, the mayor ignored the rest of the
Baruch students that night. Maybe ifshe'd kept
to the preaching she gave D.S.S.G. before the
meeting, she;wouldn'thaveleaped into"tlyjIion's
mouth." Secondly, where were the TiCker d 8ctiv-
ists"duringlobbyday" February26, inAlbany? .
And, where were ourconcemed Ticker "leaders"
when Chancellor Reynolds spoke at Baruch?
Next time think before you react!
Shiji Chacko,
Academic Affairs Chair D.S-S.G.
continued on page 11
"On almost every ieeu.e,
most reporters endorse- the'
liberal side."
reprimand, Dan Rather attended a fundra.iser for
Texas Gov. Ann Richards in 1988. In fact, in 1992,
the Media Research Center (MRC) in Virginia con- B Wh Prt I Sh ?
cluded that media reporters and executives gave to erenson: ose rlSOner s e.
Democrats roughly six times as often as to Repub- To The Editor:
licans. I am currently informed that Lori
Many news reporters and executives have an Berenson, the youngAmerican who was sen-
intimate relationship with the Democratic Party. tenced to life imprisonment in Peru on Jan.
The:MRC has identified more than 300 members of 30,1996, is continuing her appeal and con-
the news media who have connections to liberal tinues to declare her innocence. Coby Herd's
Democratic causes or politicians. In contrast, only op-ed piece, "The High Cost of Forgetting
about 80 have any ties to conservatives or Republi- Where You Are" (The Ticker, March 6), seems
cans. Jeff Greenfield ofABC, for example, worked to forget that none of us are quite sure that
for Senator Robert Kennedy. Tim Russert, NBC's "under interrogation, a convicted gunrun-
Washington bureau chief and host 'of "Meet the ner, Pacifico Castrellon, told police that
.Press" worked forboth SenatorDaniel P. Moynihan Berenson was a senior member of the orga-
andNewYork GovernorMari,oC~orno.Jane Pauley 1nization ... ," actually occurred. And particu-
of "Dateline NBC" once worked for the Democrat . larlv since the trial was conducted in secret,
party in Indiana. , .! evidence was sketchv, and there was no due
A number of studies further prove Goldberg'sI, -'~ •• . . 8,-....'~ process.
noint ,.\ 19S 1 survey TOunG tnat no less tnan 'x OJ I r-' . h d -'n th l\"'R'T' A
'", . ~ - . " _~'~.......... •• ~'. t rtern rne ntron s teays v. 1 fin 11e.i. 1. ... l'~
t- ~e nre"o.;; ,nLe!Vlewec voted lor ,ne .......,emocraLlC, . :::> -, • "\ '1
.,. , ~,-,. .. ,. ; .tne Tunac Arna ru nevo!utlona!"v ~V ovarnent I
,d ..(1" T''' eve'" ,c..-,~·()-' ~1'" 'eo n ." •oresi entia. (:3.....'101 ave ;..11 ' r::' '':~c~~'; i, vC:",.v ~" i wouid "hold u n Coca-Cola tTUCKS" hut failed
::"964 and 1976 A survey or" newspaper reporters In i .,...... Presi . 'lbi to mention what Peruvian resident Al erto~ 982 revealed that in the 1980 election..5l~ \~6ted i ,- 1~ Fuiirnori said in a February 4. Nevv· .l.' orx
-:nr Carter. ~4<:'( for Anderson. ano only :2.5~ for the i ,,: ~ t icie tr.. said "American irivestors
: ..:. 1 mes ar .A. ~ - ........ t ;:, 1 • - ~ • • ,-" ~ • ~
'.';inner. Ronald Reagan. A 1985 Los Angeles Times I we have spoken wit.n were actually relieved
7)01'10'f reoon~r~ from large newspapers t()und that h
_ .. that Peruvian police captured t ese terror-t· }-> "'ee +- ;~es as D1an'\. ,· c0I1slder themse l \:es liberal as h -. d h 'co h .Ali W J ists." and t ien predicte tat.' ;::,uc actroris
conservative. Less than 300 ofthem votedfor Reagan i against the terrorist groups ) would only
in his landslide 1984 victory. lead to more foreign investment for his coun-
On almost every issue, most reporters endorse
the liberal side. In the Los Angeles Times poll,67lk try·"If, as Herd says, very few people there
opposed prayer in school, 81%favored affirmative =---------------------------------
action, 768 opposed CIA aid to the Contras, and 84%
favored a nuclear freeze.
Take it from the horse's mouth: WalterCronkite,
.former CBS News anchor said, "I think most news-
papennen by definition have to be liberal...." Peter
~~~~~~!!__Yie~pq!!!!s
A Liberal Press:
Writing ForLefty
By Daniel Bagliore
Members of the news media love whistle-blow-
ers-unle,ss it is they the whistle is being blown on.
In the February 13 Wall Street Journal, CBS corre-
spondent Bernard Goldberg blew the whistle on his
employer and a colleague, and the reaction ofCBS
and the media in general has been...well, less than
.thrilled, to Say the least.
"The old argument," writes Mr. Goldberg, "that
the networks and other 'media elites' have a liberal
bias so bIatantIytrue that it's hardly worth discuss-
ing anymore." -
ThecourageousMr. Goldbergciteshis colleague,
reporter Eric Engberg, as an example of liberal
media bias. Engberg's recent report on the flat tax
idea by Steve Forbes contained such ideologically
loaded words as "scheme," "elixir,' and "wacky."
"Can you imagine," writes Goldberg, "a network
news reporter calling Hillary Clinton's health care
plan 'wacky'? Can you imagine any editor allowing
it?"
To prove Goldberg's point: NBC news anchor
ChuckScarborough is under fire for donating$1000
to the Forbes campaign. Scarborough has been
reprimanded. But, without reprimand, Ed Bradley
ofCBS News and Charlayne Hunter-GaultofPBS
gave $500 and $700 respectively to Virginia Demo-
crat Doug Wilder's 1989 gubernatorial campaign.
Martha Smilgis of Time magazine gave $250 to
DianneFeinstein'sSenatecampaign,againwithout
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. ''We spottedhim [ontape] stealing, then
called the police who determined that we
"had ample evidenceforanarrestand they
put the cuffs on him."
,
For Baruch Students not to attend at least a small part of
the rally would be a great injustice. The reason being that
Madison Square Park is located directly behind the 26th
-.
Street building and only aboutahalf-block walk for students.
.. '",.:
8
So, with the future of New York hanging in the balance,
Baruch students must make a conscientious decision of
whether or not to fight for the right to a college education-
a decision that their children I11ay later on thank them for.
EDlroFlIAL
-,
1\ Rally So Close to Home...
All Baruch students are being given an opportunity to
save the quality of their education. On Thursday, March
21st, we ·urge all students and faculty to part from their
routine class schedule and participate in a march against the
. '
proposed budget cuts. The march will begin at Times
Square at 12 noon and continue on to Madison Square Park.
With a rally taking place in Baruch's own backyard a
rally designed to fight for the rights of all the students that
make up this very college it would cause great sadness in
the eyes the. founders of the City University of New York if
Baruch students were to sit 'idly by' and let the very
provisions that were created for them be destroyed by
selfish politicians.
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And Now Justa
Word From Our
Sponsor:
co
Recycle!!
by Taryn Kong
The question of disposing waste has be-
come more pressing as the number ofavailable
landfill sites diminishes quickly day by day.
One of the best solutions to this problem is to
recycle reusable resources, like papers, bottles,
cans, and metal containers. Though everyone
is required to recycle by New York City law, the
public effort is small. .
. In an article in City Limits, New York City' '
was reported to have the most inefficient recy-
cling program in the nation. The problem of
getting people to enthusiastically participate
in the recycling program also exists at Baruch
College. Bill Brunson, administrative superin-
tendent of our buildings and grounds, pointed
out that there is always garbage to be found in
the recycling containers.
Some of the janitors mistakenly believe
that there is no recycling program in place at
Baruch. For example, when I asked about the
recycling program, one janitor from the 18th
Street Buildinghesitantly answered me, "There
is no recycling program in this building!" An-
other janitor from the 26th Street building told
me that they throw all garbage, including recy-
clable materials, into the garbage bin when
they do the clean up.. Indeed, I found only
garbage, but no recyclable material, in one of
the blue bins in 360 PAS building.
People do not understand the benefits of
recycling, and probably do not know how to
recycle properly either. The janitors and the
rest of the Baruch community definitely need
more instructions on how to recycle.
What are the 'benefits ofreusingour twaste?"
Why should we support it? Recycling can help
us conserve the landfill sites. It provides an
alternative for reusable materials: instead of
an open loop ofuse-and-dump, we have a closed
loop ofuse-and-clean, and-reuse. It is said that
our national landfill sites are closing at the rate
of one per day. Producing one ton of recycled
paper can save us three cubic yards of landfill
space. Recycling is better than incineration,
too. Recycling won't create air pollutants-as
incineration will. Furthermore, incineration
leaves ashes for us to dispose of; this won't·.help
in conserving the landfill space too much.
Recycling is more friendly toward our envi-
ronment, which will benefit all ofus. Producing
one ton ofrecycled paper instead ofvirgin paper
can save approximately twenty-four trees, as
reported in an article on the comparison be-
tween virgin paper and recycled paper. The
report says, "In light ofthe fact that the United
States is currently consuming about 100 mil-
lion cords of wood annually for pulpwood and.
that this consumption is still growing, the need
to save wood resources is apparent."
Recycling also helps us to save energy. By
using less energy, we also decrease the amount
of pollutants left behind by the energy genera-
tors. Isn't it good to hear that we willhave less
pollutants in the environment to harm our
health? .Because' of all of these benefits, we
should recycle whenever we can.
At the beginning of this semester, twenty
additional recycling containers, for bottles and
cans, were distributed in the cafeterias of the
18th Street building and the 360 PAS building.
Five combo cyclers (one side for bottles and
cans and the other for paper disposal) just
-arrived in our Campus Facilities Department
in Baruch this month. There is an increase in
the number of recyclingcon~nersthroughout
the college, though we still need more of them.
We should take adyantage of these recycling
Continued on page 12
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"Get real morons...an educa-
tion is a prioilege, not a right. :J:J
($650.00 per credit). Thanks Dad!
And now for the bad news: CUNY
students, .. .it's your own fault! Walk into any
one of the 17 campuses in the CUNY system,
with the possible exception of the Baruch
campus, and you're back in HIGH SCHOOL!
While the noise level approaches that of a
rock concert, students demand to be taught,
with little or no consideration given to the
overwhelmed professors. The students who
demand the loudest are invariably the ones
who suck the most on the government breast.
True story: one 20-year-old in one of my
night classes at NY Tech actually wanted
more government money because she was
taking classes after work! In many classes at
LaGuardia, students take up class time argu-
ing about grade policy (read the syllabus,
dummy!), test structure (take it to the head of
the department, nit-witt), and/or allotted ab-
sences allowed (school policy, bubble-headl).
Get real morons ... an education is a privilege,
not a right!
I've never known a student who had to
pay for his/her education out of their own
pocket to waste valuable class time with in-
fantile complaints. It's too expensive! And
I'll put my hard-earned money on the line by
betting that those who complain the loudest,
can't maintain a "B" average. Big
mouthesmall brain. Again, "an education is
a privilege... not a right!" It's your right to be
Writing For Lefty
continuued from page 9
Jennings of ABC admitted that a segment of his .
"World News Tonight" program "revolved around a
liberal axis." "NBC's Bryant Gumbel said that if
Mario Cuomoran for Presidenthe"shouldcertainly
get my vote." NBC reporter Lisa Myers said on
Octeber 23, "..it's comp8ssionate to spendmoney-
evenifthere is not moneythere to spend and even if
you're heaping debt on the next generation."
Had Bernard Goldberg blown the whistle on
industryor a Republican politician he'dbe the toast
ofthe town. Butheunmaskedhisownindustry,and
for that infraction, this courageous man will suffer.
stupid, but it's my privilege to be able to
compete in society; no matter how unfair it is.
Why? Because I have an education-and I
earned it!
If we want offset the CUNY budget cuts
we have to earn it. If every student in the
CUNY system took and hour (one lousy hour)
to write three letters in opposition to the cuts
and mail them to:
1) The governor
2) Your state senator
3) Your state assemblyperson
... we would have 7.5 MILLION letters. It
would be the biggest coup since dodging the
draft.
More than likely, most will toe the com-
mon line by remaining quiet and causing no
waves. Just like 25 years ago, they will be
classified as sheep, grouped with disregard
for the opinion of the majority, and sent oITto
war. Only this time the war is economic, ... and
some won't make it back-again!
Perhaps our society will go the way of the
Greeks and Romans: pools of knowledge sur-
rounded by oceans of anger. We have finally
evolved into the dinosaurs of our age; Man:
apathetic in the joys of the pursuit of knowl-
edge... and soon to be extinct.
., - ... ,'. ;po
, .
By Coby L. Herd
Bureaucratic red tape suffocates middle-
class aspirations and society starts to sim-
mer. Taxes go up, as does the crime rate, and
our cultural melting pot approaches the boil-
ing point. Big Government continues to pay
homage to partisan politics, and that boiling
point is soon reached. Add all of this to the
average American's daily grind and our capi-
talistic pressure cooker is about to explode.
Let's propose a cold shower for America's
anger and a moratorium on her two-hundred-
and-twenty-degree emotions, or perhaps this
novel idea: tax write-offs every fiscal year for
every adult pursuing six or more credits of
higher education while maintaining a 3.0 or
better G.P.A. When America can finally re-
place her lust for confrontation with a thirst
for knowledge, perhaps we will finally realize
how a surcease in education and volitility
.poincide. In the college of social interaction
and integration, we are truly receiving a fail-
American Viewpoints
Class Warfare and the Classroom
"Walk into anyone of the 17
campuses in the CUNY sys-
tem, with the possible excep-
tion ofBaruch, andyou're back
in High School!"
ing grade.
One would think that any society would
be relatively happy when ninety percent of
the population have adequate food, shelter,
and clothing. Unfortunately, somewhere
along the line we became disciples of the
"mores"-rw matter how comfortable we are,
we want more. The more we have, the more
we think we are worth. At what point in our...
philosophic .thought did an abundance of
'material possessions ever make anyone a
better person? At what point in our history
did junk bond dealers become personages
that our children should aspire to become
like? Does the pursuit of capital at any cost
actually further the pursuit of happiness?
I imagine that our elders remember a
time when the highest accolades a person
could garner were based on the wealth of
their minds and spirits, not their bank ac-
counts. I remember a time when it was a
natural emotion to help someone less fortu-
nate, instead of circling the wagons in our
daily ritual of haves versus have-nots. And I
definitely remember when an education was
the most important thing a person could strive
for. Knowledge breeds tolerance and respect
for other cultures.
The proposed cuts in the CUNY/SUNY
budget advocated by the Pataki regime smell
like the haves circling their well maintained
wagons; it reeks of elitism. The students at
'NYU ($530.00 per credit) and Columbia
($640.00 per credit) just might have to give up
their cafe' lattes for a month or a quarter
ounce of good "Sinsemilla" for a month to
tackle this burden, while a good portion of
CUNY students will be frozen out of obtain-
ing their degrees. A $500.00 tuition increase
per semester at an Ivy League campus is
laughable-these cats' daddies pay a minimun
of $500.00 per plate at anyone of a hundred
fundraisers they attend a year. But that
same S500.00 can be the difference between
upwm;d middle-class evolution and lower class
anger and stagnation. What does the gover-
nor care? After all, his kids don't go to SUNY
or CUNY! And after he balances the budget
on the working man's back, he may not be
around in eight years to weather the explo-
sion anyway. He'll be living in some rich
suburb ofWashington D. C., and his progeny
respected alumni of Princeton or Dartmouth
• •••••••••••••••••••
CruiR D, Jeffrey z:.' alf"iiiatf!d [['itlz The
United Federation of Teachers
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employee only works 35 hours a week for 52
weeks; the income is $7,735 annually These
numbers are based on national standards. If
you have ever lived in other parts of this coun-
try as I have, it is clear that while this may be
just barely adequate in Grinnell, Iowa, or
Camden, South Carolina, it is woefully below
the mark in New York City.
According to Crains for the \veek of Febru-
ary 25. 1995, the unemployment rate in New
York continues to rise (now at 8. I %). More
education is a better use of your time than
underemployment. For women who have some
college education the median income is $24,695,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
while the completion of a 4-year degree in-
creases the median income to $34,429. As
Sauer began to point out but did not complete,
full time jobs are good, but higher education is
better.
RULE # 4 Do not have a child ifyou are not in
a stable relationship. Abstinence, protected sex,
prophylactic devices and caution can go a long way
toward limiting unwanted pregnancies. While I am
pro-choice,itisimportantforthewomantomakeher
own decision and that I not comment on post-
pregnancy measures. Teen pregnancyis difficult. It
should be avoided by all reasonable measures, ins0-
far as the teenage woman's beliefsystems will allow.
With help from family and friends a teenage woman
will find ways to rearchildren effectively ifconscious
efforts are made. We must remember that if we
(schools. employers,government, familyandfriends j
g1 ve assistance to other people in our society who are
in transitional periods, some assistance may b(-
warranted to these young women too.
F1!1cl; iv, the tendency toward oversimplificnt io..
1!11-:;,~C!1"::-';':;-'n", ·1\C1 't·! 1 T':Ii.-t,~·t:...' ~:~!~(.'~ it:--: (\,"1:'.·."~;' l-~;" ~~: j
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:-Xt~d adcl- to ~h~ discourse begun by Mr. Sauer, and
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The fourth rule is do not have a child ifyou
are under 20.
A teenage parent :is more greatly at risk of
living in poverty. This happens because it is hard
to follow the first three rules. Teen parents have
a harder time finishing high school. Thus they
have? harder time finding a full-time job. When
you are young, marriage is usually not an option.
According to the Congressional Budget Office
, nearly one halfofall unwed teenage mothers are
on welfare within one year after having their first
child, and a huge 77 % receive welfare after their
child's fifth birthday. Also, roughly 60 % of the
mothers on welfare three out ofthe last five years
began their families unmarried.
There is much talk on Capitol Hill ~bout
"ending welfare as we know it." We can end
welfare with no "reform" and no new programs if
we teach our young people to live by these four
easy rules, for ifwe are not successful at teaching
these rules, no welfare reform bill will lessen the
number of poor people in this great country.
••••••••••••••••••••
As explained in the last issue, The Ticker is
reprinting Mr. Sauer's article due to a previous
production error in which the article's final
paragraph was inadvertently cut off.
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The third rule is to get a full-time job.
The second rule is once you marry, stay mar-
ried.
lVlake sure the one you marry will be the one
you continue to love 20 years from now. Studies
have shown that marriages that last will be more
prosperous financially than those that end in
divorce. More than 35 £fr. of families headed by a
single mother live below the poverty line. lVlean-
while, only 7 (,7c ofhouseholds ofmarried partners
fall below that line. In 1993, the median incorne
for two-parent-families was $4:1,129.: the median
income for single mothers was 18,545. This gap,
statistics show, is getting bigger. Between 1992
and 1993 average income for a married couple fell
by only 2 %; for single mothers the figure was 2 %
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that most employer~ C:i\'oid full-time hours to
avoid awarding full benefit::;. lets assume thl'
,
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some ofmy aunts and uncles do in the south, as
my relatives do in Trinidad. These arrange-
ments allow the family to grow stronger and
absorbs the slack that may arise either emo-
tionally or financially. Marriage is a wonderful
institution, and should be respected. Marriage
affords children at least two parents. Given the
fact that divorce is on the rise, and that mis-
guidedpublic/criminal policy removes males as
well as females, from parental roles it is even
more important that single parents reevaluate
the possibility of using an extended family
support network. Financial resources may in-
crease in such an environment, and the parent's
responsibilities may decrease.
RULE # 3 Full time jobs are good, higher
education is better. Assemblywoman Cathy
Nolan of Queens has sponsored legislation to
increase the statewide minimum wage to $5.05
per hour. She is following the example of
Republican, conservative New Jersey, which
has found a decrease in dependence and an
increase in economic consumption as well as
productivity after raising their minimum wage.
She states, "The current minimum wage leaves
full-time, 40 hours per week wage-earners sig-
nificantly below the poverty line. "
Sauer writes that "poverty is the result of
being unemployed not underpaid." He points to
McDonald's as an example as a place to start.
Let us look at this example for a minute. I will
ignore the frequent practice exploited under
the stipulation ofcurrent fed e-ra l labor law that
al1ov..':-' t h» hiring of student.s. at 8. diminished
"~··~'~nj"{'-'\'·JfTe·'ThC\v....ir r-r is r-r.mrilc ..telv iano-~ ...... J.-t"'" 'I '--f-.. I.. 'I \. 1. _ _ , ... ~1.1 •• ~ C ... h 1()
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It is better to work at McDonald's for
minimum wage than not to work at all. Pov-
erty is the result of being unemployed, not
underpaid. Statistics say that unemployed
persons are 25 times more likely to be poor for
two consecutive years than any full-time
worker is. Even if you do not follow rule
number two, working full time is a great
benefit. Offull time working single-mothers,
only 2.2 % also receive Aid to Families with
Dependent Children.
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By Craig D. Jeffrey
Extreme wealth, exploitation and organized
fragmentation have existed' in almost every
capitalist society. Our society has made valiant
efforts to stop poverty.
A few weeks ago these pages were graced
with the words of a Mr. Sauer espousing four
rules to live by: I ) finish high school, 2) once you
marry, staymarried, 3) get a full-time job, 4) do
not have a child if you are under 20 years old.
These simple, Iogicalrules are excellent but the
reasoning behind the rules and the opinions
expressed within each explanation left some-
thing to be desired. I offer four rules loosely
based on Mr. Sauer's comments yet more pre-
cisely attuned to the realities under which
these rules should be followed.
We live in a capitalist community where
some are able to escape the shackles of poverty
and attain the shacks of the working poor. In
common nomenclature - the middle class. There
exists however a correlation between poverty
and the societal behavior toward those seg-
ments of society usuallv identi tied as the poor.
~.~ 'jnOI)': ',;" :.~ 'i.,- '·,"()l't..'r r"'lr;T~"" 'J,r." l~h,L--l Ir'l,......... • . , ...... '-, .... .... :".. _. . "-- c .. l ••.~ ...... <." _ • J.1. II.. ...
t' ... .o 1 _ . 'T 1 1 \.
.aCl lllUc~Y :I1 l:,nH.' l fndn)' m()a~ln1 .L rao:-',cun-
tinul' to livl' in modified extended fami1ie~. as
RULE # 1 Be aware of consistent mis
education and seek more education. Sauer
said you must at least finish High School. Teach-
ers and parents fight the powers that be who
require social promotion. They fight to put real
teeth in the value of ~1 HS dip lorna. As Sauer
points out. ruus.hlv "LtY( ofpoor do not have HS
dcg:~t's," F~'\", UYlI1d more «ioo ucnt.lv state the
, . -
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Fighting Poverty: Four Rules One Should Live By
By Robert Sauer
Poverty has been a part of every society that
ever existed. There have been unfortunate, home-
less and needy people since the beginning of
human civilization. There have been many at-
tempts to solve the problem of poverty, but none
as good as those of the United States ofAmerica.
We live in a capitalist society, where one is
able to escape the shackles of poverty and attain
to the mansiuns ofthe rich and famous. Hov..'ever,
there exists a correlation between poverty and
behavior, according to many statistics. This
suggests that there are four rules one should live
by. and these should be taught to young people so
they can avoid the trap of poverty.
Rule number one is to at least finish high
school.
10
I Beg to Differ
Fighting Oversimplification: A Fuller, More
. .
. '
Realistic Examination of the "Four Rules"
··According to U.S. Census Bureau reports,
.greater than 20 % of adults who live in poverty
have no high school diploma. Furthermore, people
who do not graduate from high school can expect
to live in poverty longer than those who have a
high school education. Of those who live in
poverty for longer than two years, 9.1 % have no
high school diploma. In contrast, only 2.7 % of
high school graduates and .9 % ofthose with some
college live below the poverty level. This shows
that even a little advanced education can keep
you above the poverty level.
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The Wall Street [ournal-
"lrite For
Business.
Call 802-6799
The New York Times-
According to government
and private economists,
the strike at two General
Motors brake factories
which is in its 13th day has
caused the worst economic
problem to the Midwest
since the'1993 floods. The
strike reduced an estimate
of $5 billion to $7 billion of
the nation's production of
goods and services.
continued on page 15
Manufacturing
sectors ofNew York,
at least those
exporting Snapple,
have a rosy outlook
on life.
Despite this view for the
very near future for the manu-
facturing sector of the
economy and for job growth,
Mr. Cooper sees inventories
as being "better aligned with
demand. In particular, busi-
nesses are taking longer to fill
orders. And because the rise
in household income looks suf-
ficient to maintain a moder-
ate pace of spending, output
should pick up in the spring
time." This just means that
businesses have been selling
extra unwanted inventory in-
vestments made previously
and have now reached an equi-
librium state of inventory.
"Many well-known
names in the industry
experienced financial
difficulty. "
people being hired this year than
the year earlier. Also, the Fed
said that "we remain exception-
ally pessimistic:"
Nevertheless, there has been
job growth, surprisingly even in
New York City! In summarizing
the Beige Book, the Wall Street
Journal said, "economic condi-
tions were mixed, but on balance
more positive, retail sales
strengthened in February. Ro-
bust leasing activity boosted
Manhattan's commercial real
estate business, and loan de-
mand strengthened."
In the above summary de-
scription ofNew York's economy,
the manufacturing segment was
not mentioned. Manufacturing
sectors of New York, at least
those exporting Snapple, have a
rosy outlook on life. "Two thirds
ofmanufacturei."s 'surveyed in the
New "York dist.rict expect sales
to rise over the next few months,
with exports growing the most
rapidly."
According to Business
Week's James C. Cooper, "soft
domestic demand and a drawn
out inventory adjustment are
curbing the need to lift factory
output and payrolls." Thus, the
economy will not boom and job
growth will remain, on average,
tame.
such as C~ldor, Today's Man
.and Bradlees filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy protection dur-
ing the c ou r s e of the year.
Barney's New York filed in
early J~IJ.l:l~ry,J~~~~~~~~ four'th-
The Retail Tale
I
I The Wall Street Journal-
The. economy
strenghtened in February,
led by industrial output
growth of 1.2%, which more
than made up for the
lackluster performance of
industrial growth in the
, prior month.
IManufacturing production
I surged 1.40/0. Also,
lconsurnerconfidence
Th D, tail Sal S to InAState ofUncertainty and Volatility I~~entsroseto95.7,a ~.2e~e ales ec r ! pomt mcrease from the pnor
the numbers since 1991. This quarter earnings for Wal-·I month.
number was hurt by a disap- Mart, Dayton Hudson, and :
pointing performance by the in- Toys "K" Us were below ex- I Inflation lessened with the
dustry as a whole during the pectations. I
Christmas holiday shopping sea- A consensus opinion of I consumer price index rising
son, usually the most productive market analysts is that con- i by a mere 0.2% in February.
for retailers. Recognized names, sumers,conscious about high ! January saw a monthly
levels of debt and job uncer- ,
tainty, curbed their spending climb in the consumer price
habits, in particular during index of 0.4%.
the Christmas holiday season.
Figures from the Federal Re-
serve show that the total
amount of consumer credit is
now slightly over the $1 tril-
lion mark.
With consumers as a whole
spending less money, specialty
retailers, in particular those
selling high-end apparel suf-
fered the most. Industry con-
sultant Kurt Barnard, presi-
continued on page 15
By Sonni Cox
Entering 1996, the retail
sales sector vvas a sector cov-
ered by a cloud of uncertainty
and volatility. Many well-
known names in the industry
·experienced financial diffi-
culty, with bankruptcy reorga-
nization necessary for some.
February sales figures for many
major firms showed promise for
the industry. However, not all
are convinced that the upward
trend will be one of any sus.-
tained duration.
1995 was a year of stale
growth for retailers. According
to figures provided by the U.S.
Commerce Department, annual
retail sales for the year totaled
$2.3 trillion. While this was
an increase of roughly 5 per-
cent compared to 1994 figures,
it was also the smallest gain in
"...the denial will
continue to go on and
no greater job or
economic growth will
occur. "
"We're very excited about how
many jobs were created during
the past three years," the de-
.nial will continue to go on and
no greater job or economic
growth will occur.
How is the job market re-
ally? According to the Federal
Reserves survey called the
"Beige Book" (P.C. term), most
parts of this country saw fewer
13
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Ditn Job Market Ahead OfTime
You Are Ready, ButJs The Market Ready Too?
By Avi Cohen.
As the economy continues
to linger, one may wonder as to
when, if ever, the economy will
begin creating an ample num-
ber of jobs so that people will
stop complaining about the job
"market. However, it will never
ever again do so, until Bill Clin-
ton steps down from the White
House. With record layoffs and
the Vice President saying,
i·t
>.
·~.
•
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rich our lives through learning about other
cultures, language and history.
Lastly, with the' growing global-bust-
ness climates, an in-depth exper-ience of
Asian culture is much needed as the future
seems to suggest. One cannot learn Asian
culture by ordering number 17 on a menu.
The question is: will Baruch advance itself
and have an Asian studies program by the
year 2000, or be behind "pther colleges?
Baruch students can enhance their career
opportunities. Allowing them to minor or
major in Asian Studies will make them
attractive to companies interested in doing
business in Asia or in Asian-American com-
munities. Corporations will need to com-
pete fiercely in Asian markets. They will
need individuals who are knowledgeable of
the culture and the people.
If you support the idea to have an Asian
Studies program, DSSG urges you to tell
Provost Lois Cronholm. It is imperative
that we let her know that an Asian Studies
program is a priority and an urgency. We
must make this program a reality. Here is
what you can do: take a couple of minutes
and write a letter to the provost on why
you, as a student, need an Asian Studies
program. She can be reached at 212-387-
1100 or by mail at 135 East 22nd Street Box
D-0701 New York, NY 10010.
continued from page 11
containers; we ought to use them!
Virtually any type of bottles and cans that
are made ofplastic or glass can be disposed ofat
these blue containers. We should empty these
bottles ana cans before we dispose of them.
Clean aluminum pans and foil wrapping are
also recyclable. No paper bags, food, or other
garbage should be thrown into these 'recycling
collectors, though. All writing paper, laser
printouts, copy paper, newspapers, magazines,
fax paper, envelopes, and catalogs can go into
the recycling bins. However, paper cups, paper
bags, tissue paper, paper towels, carbon paper,
food packaging, hard cover books, labels, and
express delivery envelopes are excluded from
the recyclables list. Flyers with recycling in-
structions can be found on most of the bulletin
boards; you can simply follow the directions on
these flyers.
Let us all pitch in to make Baruch's recy-
cling program a successful one!
I I
I I
I II II The ExhaleI II II
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Not For Asians Only
the most obscure places. Noone would first
think of the history course listing when look- .
ing for a courseIn Asian studies. I mean if
you wanted a course in marketing, you would
look under marketing. It is discouraging that
the college did not take initiatives to publi-
cize these courses, especially if the courses
are to give any indication of the prospects of
an Asian Studies program.
So far, development for such a program
has been inept and lax. Four courses without
any comprehensive objective is not signifi-
cant, and probably will not accomplish any-
thing but fulfilling three credits for the re-
quired liberal arts electives. The develop-
ment needs to go beyond just these courses.
The courses are sticking out like a sore thumb.
Eventually they need to be complemented by
other courses. So far, there is no director that
you can speak to about what is being pro-
posed in the program or its' progress. Neither
is there direction that can guide students in
the development of the program.
Right now, DSSG wants to fuel the fire to
push for the program. Why should we have
an Asian Studies program? With over one-
third of the student body being of Asian de-
scent, this fact alone deems that Baurch is in
dire need ofsuch a program. There are Asian-
Americans that want to preserve their cul-
ture, and thereby gain a better understand-
ing of themselves. IfBaruch College docs not
recognize this as a substantial population
with a specific need, then they are not recog-
nizing the needs of students, period,
The key to understanding others has al-
ways been education. Educating others about
the diverse Asian cultures will improve eth-
nic relations and understanding of Asian
people, We deserve a program that can en-
'.
Multicultural Perspectives
Asian Studies at Baruch:
AFTERSHoat<
By Jimmy Chan
It is a fact that one of the largest business
schools in America is ill-prepared for the 21st
century. There is no doubt that technology
will see a virtual explosion in growth. None-
theless, at the turn ofthe century, we will ask
ourselves were the focus will be within the
economic arena. The financial news media
have paid particular attention to Asia. Asian
countries, especially India and" China, will
beosme major players in the increasing
globalization of world markets. Yet, as of
today, Baruch College does not have an Asian
Studies program. It is my interest not just as
an Asian American, but as a student in gen-
eral and, hopefully, as a future
alumnus. Baruch must concern itself with
this vital aspect of both our present and fu-
ture.
Last year, Provost Lois Cronholm and
school administrators hosted a forum to as-
sess demand for an Asian Studies program.
Overall,people left the forum with mixed feel-
ings. The administrators did receive an .irn-
pression that there was demand from stu-
dents for an Asian Studies program. How-
ever, the feeling was not optimistic that we
would have such a program in the near fu-
ture, especially during a time of severe bud-
get cuts.
A student that attended the forum felt
inspired by the enthusiasm all around and
could not wait for the program to start. Baruch
does offer four courses relating to Asia, which
technically are enough for a minor in Asian
Studies, but not substantial as far as a de-
partment prcgraru is concerned. Nonethe-
less, the student registered for an Asian his-
tory course-not without difficulty in even
finding such a course. These courses are
located in the course listing booklet in some of
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China began playing war
games with the United
States when it warned the
United States not to send
navy warships to the Straits
of Taiwan. China denied
giving the United States any
assurances that it would not
attack.
March 18, 1996
Liggett Group, the fifth
largest tobacco company,
agreed to a settlement with
five states.. The companies'
move was unprecedented in
the tobacco industry.
Historically the industry
stood united. The cost to
the Ligget gro~p is valued
at about $41 million. The
company claimed that it
..was.settling in the name of
every addicted smoker
. within the United States.
March 11, 199.6
The Wall Street [oumal-
According to the Labor
Department, February
payrolls surged buy 705,000,
the largest monthly jobs
gain in 13 years. This
increase pushed the
unemployment rate down to
5.5% of the work force from
January's 5.8%. Since bright
economic outlook usually has
: an adverse affect on the
financial markets, both the
stock and bond markets
tumbled more than 3% on
Friday; March 8, in reaction
to this job increase.
The Dow Jones Industrial
Average dropped 171.24
.points to close at 5470.45, the
the third highest point loss
ever. However, it was only a
3.4% decline and didn't cause
a turmoil,
The benchmark 3D-year
Treasury bond fell 3-3/ 32
points to a yield of 6.72%: It
amounted to more than
$30 per bond with $1,000
face value. This is the most
decline since 1979 for the '
long bond.
"The first two
months ofthis year
have continued the
established pattern
of volatility. "
Patrick McCormick, retail ana-
lyst at Dean Witter, was
quoted by Cable News Network
as saying that the industry is
oversaturated. Others, includ-
ing Barnard, feel the same way.
But that is not preventing
an optimistic approach by some'
firms. Saks Fifth Avenue is
talking about an initial public
stock offering. And Sears, one
of the few to not feel the pinch
of the recent industry woes, is
placing a greater ernphasis on
its retail division.
expand because "inventories
contracted last month, while
otders- showed' some' improve-
ment." Thus, there does exist a
chance that job growth in the
manufacturing sector may pick
up soon.
Overall, job growth witl con-
tinue to remain sluggish at
best. The economy shall march
forward, barely eking out any
gain and the President of the
United States of America shall
continue proclaiming our mis-
ery index to be at historic lows,
pity the scoundrel.
"businesses have
been selling extra
unwanted inventory
investments made
previously... "
that sales dropped by 3 tenths
of one percent, fueling specula-
tion that the economy was slow-
ing. In addition, the consumer
confidence index, a measure of
consumers' spending and bor-
rowing ability, was at its low-
est level in nearly two years.
However, February same-
store sales, the most accurate
and consistent measure of a
firm's sales potency, were up
for many, incl uding Sears,
Dayton Hudson, the Gap, the
Limited and Federated De-
partment Stores (Macy's,
BloomingdalesL February's
consumer confidence index also
made up the ground it lost in
the prior month.
January's reports were at-
tributed to low customer turn-
out due to the inclimate
weather that was experienced,
in particular in the northeast.
It is for that reason that
February's numbers are being
viewed with a skeptical eye by
observers of the industry.
segment of the. economy may
continued from page 13
dent of Barnard's Retail Con-
sulting Group, during a Decem-
ber 26, 1995 interview on the
Cable News Network program,
Business Day, said, " ... they
(consumers) no longer go for
the $1,000 or $2,000 designer
dress or designer suit. Sure,
they'll still buy scarves and
gloves and so forth for Christ-
mas, the usual gift things, but
even then they are looking for
the. sale signs ..."
The first two months of this
year have continued the estab-
lished pattern ofvolatility. The
Commerce Department's J arru-
ary retail sales figure stated
The.Retail 'Sector Looking
Gloomy In The Near Future
-"continUid {roni:p ag e' 13 ...'
Now, in -theory'; they' warrtvto -
maintain this equilibrium level
of inventories and will do so by
ordering merchandise from
manufacturers who then make
"the desired stuff." This, ac-'
cording to Mr. Cooper, will lead
to output growth in the spring.
In addition, the National
Association of Purchasing Man-
agers said that "the industry
remained sl uggish." Their
views agreed with the above
ones that the manufacturing
-. "1995 was a year of
.stale growth for
retailers. ~,
The Economy And The Job
-.
Market Ahead
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;;A good lawyer knows the right
questions to ask and where to find the
answers. Anvone can look in abook.
What makes the difference is learning
from the insight of others. That's what I
did as an undergraduate at YdiE'. thdt'-',
what I did at Touro Law Center. and
that'swhat I"J! do as an attorney in the
JAG Corps. Tapping into avariety of per-
spectives can make the difference
between agood lawyer and agreat one."
Touros unique student-centered
culture offers a legal education in an
atmosphere of mutual respect. coopera-
tion and collaboration. Faculty are com-
mitted to professional development and
excellence in teaching.
Touro graduates, like Peter
Galindez, are well prepared when they
venture into the practice of law in
today's competitive and ever-changing
legal environment.
I could ask
get answers."
Juris Doctordegree.
LLM for toretgn tayu.ers
Full/parr ttme. dav/etenine programs
300 Nassau Road
Huntington, Long Island, NY 11743
516-421-2244 Ext. 312 • 516-421-2675 fax
http://www.tourolaw.edu
TDD!ITY: 516-421-0476
Lieutenant (J.G.) Peter Galindez, USNR
Attorney. JudgeAdvocate General Corps.
Touro Law Center. Class of 1995
BRINGING THE BUSINESS WORLD TO BARUCH!
with Truman Bidwell, Jr.
Partner WHITE & CASE
14
LAWYERING
& NEGOTIATING
ACROSS
COUNTRY CULTURES
THURSDAY MARCH 28, 1996
TIME: 1:00 P.M.
ROOM 825 @ 26TH STREET
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOMEl / Refreshments will be served.
THE GLOBAL BUSINESS SOCIETY
IN ASSOCIATION'WITH THE WEISSMAN CENTER PRESENTS:
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International Student Offir:A
Baruch College
The City University of New York
17 Lexington Avenue' Box H-0730
New York, New York 10010
212 802·2350 FAX: 212 802·2340
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TAX FACTS \
'-
CUNY AND ITS MEDIA IMAGE
F and J students are considered non-residents for tax filing purposes for .the
first five calendar years in the "United States. When the 'yearly limitations are
met, F and J students are considered residents for tax purposes.
ITlfF IIllTEts
EflfD FDR fEITUIEI.
D EIPEIIEICE RECEIi--
IRI. CIRlleT III
EI&CII12-1111.
dents were quoted instead ofthe more
than available CUNY student. The
activists questioned the journalists
sources. Asking how often do they get a
quote from a student as opposed to an
official statement from CUNY head-
quarters. Tatum said, "It is easy to get
an officialstatement and statistics from
80th street "But she doesn't rely solely
on them for her information. Bernstein
said that she "never knew that CUNY
media acti vists existed." She also added
that she was "easily accessible, all you
have to do is call me."
The forum seemed a little
taken aback by the questions, or that is
how it seemed because their answered
didn't satisfy the questions. One student
asked, ''How do you think that all this
negative press on Ct.JNY will effect
CUNY students when they go into the
job market?" The initial response was
silence. Tatum spoke up in saying "I
never really thought about it." This
seems to be the sentiments ofthe other
.iOUI112JjSt...S as well since they didn't com-
.
you to meet the recruiters then ex-
pose you to them with experience
and confidence in yourself.
The following students were
able to benefit from our process by
gaining positions in accounting:
Michelle Grayson - KPMG Peat
Marwick, John Kwiker - Coopers &
Lybrand, Uche Alozie - Deloitte &
Touche, Sharon Lyon - Coopers &
Lybrand and' Obinna Isiadinso -
Kahn Boyd Levychin CPA's.
Join NABA today by visiting"
our office in room 1415 of the 360
Park Avenue South building or at-
tending our Thursday meetings in
room 743 of the 26th, Street build-
ing during club hours !
systems.
This semester will be
dedicated to developing you as a
professional. We will be hosting
seminars on professional eti-
quette, networking skills, effec-
tive ways ofwriting your resume,
the importance of a cover letter,
and how to write your cover let-
ter. To compliment these topics
we will be hosting a mock inter-
view seminar. This seminar will
offer you a chance to interview
with an actual recruiter, in or-
der for you to improve your in-
terviewing skills. Who"knows, if
you are able to impress the re-
cruiter, he or she might offer you
a second interview. NABA Will
also be co-hosting the career
symposium and career day on
April 25, 1996. The highlight of
the semester will be our spring
banquet which will give you the
opportunity to network with
about thirty companies. As you
can see from our activities
NABA's goal is to first prepare
r:
At this point Flynn gave the
forum a detailed look at the exact
nature ofthe coverage ofCUNY She
offered a slide presentation that de-
picted CUNY students in The Daily
News and the Post, both of whom
couldn't make the forum, ofpictures
oflastyears protest.Again they were
pictures where conflict was the cen-
ter of attention. Hsiao said, "The
press was also roughed up at the pro-
test." Flynn wondered. why these
were the only images that could be
found about CUNY
The unanimous response of
the journalists was that, conflict is
what sells papers. The journalists
said that they don't decide on what
is run, their 'editers have the final
say on what is printed. Many ofthe
"questions" were deflected thatwa:y.
The editor was the culprit in many
cases where CL'1\T)'" stories never
made the papers.
The CUl\y media activists
had more to say than the journal-
ists. They spoke more than the jour-
nalists. In an article about last YE'8!'·~
r> " ". 1 hi h h Iprotest at ,-,"It.\" 1" iill~ 1 'g l SC. ()O ~l.U-
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
BLACK ACCOUNTANTS
press coverageto CUNY He asked how
is it that a school can have students
commit suicide, one in particular for-
gettingto mention that they killed their
mother, have a better public image
than one who protests because of dra-
matic tuition increases and financial
aid cuts.
The first question directed to
the journalists was how CUNY is cov-
erect Castano said that at his paper,
there aren'tany reporters who focus on
education or CUNY He himself just
started covering the stories because he
knows that ''they are important for his
paper, and its readers."
The other journalists had
similar comments " I was interested in
GU~ and assigned my selfto it," said
Tatum.She added that CUNYbCciune"
her topic because every CUNY story
ended up on her desk. Hsiao said
"There is no official education reporter
at The "bier, either." Bernstein is as-
signed to education, but she covers
SU~"yas well as CU~Y. It is apparent
that education isn't a high priority tor
the media.
By Tamieka Teape
Are you a business major
seeking better access" to scholar-
ships, internships, or more person-
alized tutoring? The answer to all
these questions can be found
within the National Association of
Black Accountants (NABA). Ifyou
haven't heard about NABA, we are
a national membership organiza-
tion with the primary purpose of
developing, encouraging and serv-
ing as a resource for greater par-
ticipation by African Americans
and other minorities in the Ac-
counting profession. As our motto
is "lifting as we climb," our objec-
tive extends to helpingAccounting
and other business based students
strengthen their skills and help to
expose these students to profes-
sional opportunities available to
them. Beyond these objectives,
NABA works actively with ac-
counting firms, corporations and,
the career center at Baruch in the
placement ofstudents for positions
in the field of accounting and fi-
nance and com~er information
By Eric Lopez, Jr.
Last week there was a panel
discussion at the 25th street building
Conference Center on how CUNY is
perceived in the media. ''The public
face ofCUNY: how the press portrays
us." Professor Alisa Solomon, acting
director of the -Iournalism program,
was responsible for organizing the fo-
rum. She started offwith a speech de-
scribing how CUNY has been seen in
the media iJ:1 the pastyear, with mostly
negative stories of angry protesting
students in conflict with the police.She
explained that this is not a good im-
age for the CUNY system.
There were plenty of Baruch
students and faculty on hand to see
why the media portrays CUNY that
way. Representatives from the papers
invited were Emily Bernstein ofThe
New York lImes, Javier Castano otEl
Diario,Andrew Hsiao fromThe VTllage
Vuice. and Elinor Tatum
frorrL4nL..<;terdam Neuis.. No less im-
portant were two ClJNY media activ-
ists. Kimberly Flynn and Yvonne
Lassalc. The moderators ofthe unum
were Trudy Hev...-itt of The Reporter
and Deirdre Hussey ofTlu? Ticker.
Before the discussion. Jerry .- _
Bornstein, a Baruch librarian, offered
a slide presentation showing how
ClJl\;'{ has been seen in the media in
the last year. The high points of the
presentation were the discussion ofthe
media coverage the misspelling of
Mayor Giuliani's name by CUNY stu-
dents on protest signs. But what
Bornstein pointed out was that pro-
fessional journalists also misspelled
Guiliani a total of 979 times since he
came into the public eye.
Bornstein gave the audience
an example of the types ofstories in
print about CUNY: The majority were
conflict-centered, with pictures of
dense crowds of students up against
solid blue walls ofpolice. The peak of
the CUNY coverage during 1990-91,
20% ofthe stories were about conflict.
Bornstein's presentation also pointed
out how the negative publicity of
CUNY outweighed any other type of
coverage.
Hunter College's professor
Rosalyn Petchesky is one example. "
She won the prestigious McCarthur
. -grant for $315,000 and it received very
little coverage; a sma]] blurb here or
there indifferentpapers.Anotherposi-
tive newsworthy CUNY event that a
newspaper reader would have to
search the fine-print for was BMCC's
chess team'svictnryoverHarvard, last
year. At the mention of Harvard,
Bomstein compared the Ivy Leagues~ , .. - •• ,. " I - "
1-800-462-8100
(to order forms/publications)
1-800-829-1040
1-800-225~5829
(for tax information)
April 15th is traditionally the tax filing deadline in the United States. Tax
filing is usually limited to people who have actually earned income.
However, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has a strict policy that A TAX
RETURN MUST BE FILED BY ALL F-l AND J-l STUDENTS" AND
DEPENDENTS. This means even if you receive all your funds from overseas,
you must complete a tax return with the IRS for-record keeping purposes.
For City and State Tax information:
For Federal Tax information:
Tax Laws for non-residents are complicated. The ISSe staff is not qualified or
able to offer you individual tax assistance. However, we will have Federal
Non-resident Tax Forms and Publications available. We will also sponsor a
TAX WORKSHOP for non-residents. The Tax Workshop will be conducted
by the IRS District Office.
The IRS and the INS over the past few years have increased their inter-agency
communications. We strongly advise that' you comply with U.S. Tax
Regulations, especially for those who are considering remaining in the U.S.
beyond your student status.
Non-residents are required to file two forms: Form 8843 (STATEMENT FOR
EXEMPT INDIVIDUALS and INDIVIDUALS WITH A MEDICAL
CONDmON) and Form"1040NRorthe new Form l04()NR-EZ, depending on
your individual circumstances. The new Form 1040NR-EZ is a simplified
version of the regular l040NR. For tax purposes those students who meet the
requirement to file as residents, file a 1040 or l04GEZ Form.
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"Someone who's there when times
are rough. Someone I can trust and
relate to."
Rodney Lora, Freshman.
Mark Hossein, Senior
"Someone who'd be there to lift my .
spirits up-when I'm having: school prob-
lems - one who encourages me. Some-
one who ~ couldhang out with. .on the
weekend."
, -
"W~Ark£S A FRI£ND
.YOUR B£St FRI£ND?"
Novia Gayle, Upper-
Freshman
Ruth Gonzalez, Freshman
"Trust and honesty. Someone who
wouldn't lie to you but is truthful."
"Someone you can trust with any-
thing; one who will be there through
thick and thin."
I
J
CHINESE
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Chinese Christian Fel-
lowship believes that there is
only one True G-d, the G-d of
Israel. We believe in the infi-
nitely perfect, sovereign, eter-
nal Trinity of the Father, Son
and Holy Spirit. We also believe
that Jesus Christ was sent from
Heaven to Earth to serve as a
sacrifice on the cross for our
sins. Believing and living by G-
d's commandments will bring
salvation. He will return to
earth to establish His kingdom
of righteousness and peace. We
are here to spread the Gospel to
the campus of Baruch College
with an emphasis on the
Chinese(American and overseas
born) students.
. We meet every Thursday
at 12:25-2:30pm at the 23rd
Street building Room 311.
IF YOU NOTICED THIS PAGE,
SO DID OTHER STUDENTS.
THE SOCIETY
FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (S.H.R.M.)
LET STUDENTS KNOW THATYOU
ARE OUT THERE. SUBMIT AN AN-
NOUNCEMENT ABOUT YOUR-
SELVES. INCLUDE THE NAME OF
YOUR CLUB, WHAT YOU DO, UP-
COMING EVENTS, WHERE AND
WHEN YOU MEET. SUBMIT YOUR
NNQUNCEMENT ASAP TO: IRA
HEaSCH, FEATURES- EDITOR, THE
TICKER 360 PAS ROOM 1522.
"QUESTIONS??? 212-802-6800
ATTENTIONALL CLUBS!!!
INCREASE YOUR MEMBERSHIP.
HAPPy PASSOVER April 3rd - April 11th
The society for Human
Resource Management, which
is affiliated with the National
Organization, provides Hu-
man Resource majors, and
other interested students,
with the opportunity to inter-
act with faculty and profes-
sional practitioners in the
Human Resource and other
Business Management areas.
Professionals come in
and give advice in areas such
as resume writing, critiquing,
and interviews, and also, giv-
ing insight into what prospec-
tive employers are looking for
in job applications.
An important benefit of
SHRM membership is the abil-
ity to regularly network with
professionals, giving students
the much needed contacts for
entering the tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on
Thursdays during club hour at
360 PAS, Room 1816.
The Purpose of the
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
1. To lead others to personal
faith in Christ as Lord and Savior
2. To help Christians grow
toward maturity in their Christian
faith by study of the Bible, by
prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and fac-
ulty to discover G-d's role for them
INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
PHI ETA SIGMA
National Honor Society
UPCOMING EVENTS:
(Events are held in 360 PAS)
March 21 - Bible Study Series
continued: John 3: 16-20. Room
1910
March 28 - Easter Celebra-
tion. Room 1440
April 11 - Game Day Room
1541
We meet in room 424 in the 26th
Street building from 12:45 to 2:15pm.
Scheduled general meetings are:
March 28
April 11
April 25
May 9
We are conductinga Children's
Book Drive during the month of
March. All books will be donated to
Hale House. We are also coordinat-
ing walkers and volunteers for the
't>
March -Of Dimes, WalkArnerica on
Sunday, April 28, 1996. We encour-
age all interested students to pick up
a sponsor sheet at the Dean of Stu-
dents Office, room 1702 360 PAS or
call 212-802-6820 for more informa-
tion.
Club office is located in 360
PAS Room 1447.
General Meetings are in room
1910 or as otherwise posted on flier
(during club hours)
Thursday Evening Bible
Study; 360 PAS Room 1543 from
6-7pm.
Prayer every Tuesday Room
1509 from 12:45-1:30pm
ASEDOM
Association of Domincan
Students
ATTENTION FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATIORS: IF YOU, OR YOUR DEPARTMENT,
ARE OFFERING ANYSCHOLARSHIPS, PLEASE SUBMIT INFORMATION ABOUT THE
SCHOLARSHIP AND DEAI>LIN;E DATES TO TIllS SECTION FOR'ANNOUNCEMENT.
QUESTIONS??? CALL ME AT 802-6800
We atASEDOM are a culturally
based organization. We believe in pre-
serving our heritage while exposing
other ethnic groups to the historic
background and customs of our Car-
ibbean life we are interested in meet-
ing new people who are serious and
dedicated to changing the Latino im-
age to a more positive one while hav-
ing tons offun doing it.
Ifyou would like to find out more,
drop by room 1512 of the 360 PAS
building and drop a note in the
ASEOOM mail box. Leave your name
and a telephone number where you
can be reached.
ESSA
ESSA will begin production of
our very own TV talk show. Ifyou are
interested either being in front of the
camera orbehind the camera, come to
the 3rd floor on 3I22J96 or 312&'96 be-
tween 2-7pm at 360PAS. Contact
ESSAoffice for more information 802-
6790.
P.R.LD.E.
(PUERTO RICANS FOR
INVOLVEMENT, DEVELOp·
-MENT,AND ENLIGHTMENT)
We are an ever growing happy
family; whereyou can meet people that
are notjust Puerto Rican but, ofother
nationalities. We're a place where you
can feel welcome, where everyone
looks out for everyone else. We'll help
you out with school, friends, and fam-
ily problems. We are a place to go U>
on a rainy day-to talk, laugh, and re-
lax from school and family stress. We
throw parties, watch movies, learn
new things about other people's cul-
tures' including our own.
We meet in the 26th street build-
ing in Room 1421 everyday but mainly
Thesday and Thursday's during club
hours.
UPCO:MING EVENTS:
General meeting - Thursday
March 21 at club hour.
Hispanic Week - April 29 -
May 2
Monday, April 29 -
Guest speaker
Tuesday; April 30 - Food
Festival
Wednesday; May 1 - Fashion
Show
Thursday, May 2 - Live Band
(During the street fair in front of the
25tl1 street building.)
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Miguel Cervantes
Odyssey
Persuasion
Pit (and the) Pendulum
Samuel Clemens
Shakespeare
Sophocles
Stephen King
Tom Sawyer
War and Peace
Geoffrey Chaucer
George Eliot
George Orwell
Hamlet
Homer
Jane Austin
John Grisham
Leo Tolstoy
Mary Shelley
Middle March
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Animal Farm .
Anna Frank
Antigone
Canterbury Tales
Dante Alighieri
Different Seasons
Divines
Don Quixote
Edgar Allen Poe
Frankenstein
Answer
---~ -_._---
to last issue's
Crossword
Puzzle
home there.
11. What do you see for Baruch
Hillel next year?
I would like to see a more cohe-
sive community, to come under the
umbrella of Hillel. Right now there
are two Jewish groups on campus.
There is KOACH which is the Rus-
sian Jewish Club on campus. Ameri-
can born Jews tend to not think about
all the diversity in the former Soviet
Union. Growing up in one Soviet Re-
public, for instance, Moldova, was com-
pletely different from growing up in
an area like the Ukraine, or a city like
Moscow. There is such a huge breadth
of experience here. It is incredible
hearingaboutand meetingpeople who
lived in these areas. There is alsoJSA,
whose members are generallyAmeri-
can born. I want to see Hillel as a re-
source. Rabbi Hillel stated "Do not
separate yourself from community."
The whole point ofHillelis to create a
community I understand that there
are subgroups within the community
and that is fine. What I would like to
see is our similarities bringing us to-
gether, and not focusing on our differ-
ences.
WRITERS CORNER
NEXTISSUE. SUB.•.~""
OUR CREATIONS TO IRA~
TICKER. QUESTIONS..
ALL 802-6800
...) -. •. . ~
_:). ~lflY ore ,.... oru« :'ef)!Jl.e u.ear-
:·l:.g blue ribbons on cartrpu.s :
'The blue ribbons are there to
--;no\\" support ana -oiidarit v fin' israel
.: ~his diffie..ilt ti me,
10. Do you enjoy what you are
doing now?
I generally do. I am fairly new
at this. I've tried to network with
people in similar situations like mine.
I am trying to do what students really
)
want. What I have heard is that stu-
dents want area wide events, they
want to be linked into other colleges,
and they want to learn. I want to find
out what students want. My favorite
part of the job is student interaction.
1 want to be here as a facilitator, an
empowerer. Student input is definitely
the most important part ofHillel.
12. Anything else?
The Office of Student Life has
been extremely helpful in the estab-
lishment ofHillel on campus. I would
also like to say that people should come
by and visit and place yourselfon the
mailing list to find out about events
going on in the area. All it takes to be
a member of Hillel is to place your
name on the mailing list.
I am always interested in want
to talk to people from other clubs be-
cause there is a lot of stuff we don't
know about each other. Baruch is an
incredibly diverse place. That's one of
the most interesting and enjoyable
:)art~ ofworking here.
Editors note: Itanvone I., inter-
( ,,,·t , ,, ! ;'7 ";Pl'C1hZ· 1 ' () - '(., ( ... cisitiru; i.~lien
. ,. - ", ./~ . 'b L' /1 l "L./ I ~.~ Lv.
Steigrnan. she can he reached at 212-
8()2-6808 or in Room 1511 360 PAS,
-I she is not in her office leace a note
cuh your phone number on it.
to provide a Jewish resource, to help
create a Jewish presence here, espe-
cially during the holidays and during
times of tragedy like with the Rabin
assassinated and the wave of recent
terrorist attacks in Israel. I am here
to help people discover .things about
themselves and their religion and to
provide different outlets for Jewish
cultural activity
7. What do you feel about the
recent events in Israel?
I am tremendously upset by
it. It hits very close to home, having
lived in Israel and having friends and
family there. Every time I hear that
there was an explosion there, I start
praying that it's not anyone I know.
At the same time though, I am upset
because it is someone, no matter who
it is. I know a lot ofpeople who were
friends with the American students
who died in the Jerusalem bus
bombing...that really personalized it
for me and a lot ofmy friends.
are very :'lr:-tigntf()rwani. A lot I,f
neonle here interpret that as bei"i(T
.. ~ ... - .,-
blunt.
Everyone who has their reli-
gious roots in Israel should really go
out and visit it. I think it is especially .
important for Jews tovisit Israel be-
cause it is the Jewish homeland. They
have lot ofdifferent kinds ofpeople and
the it is a beautiful country. I feel at
-.::r·,icr'r,· uorv.arci \\.~::.., vou : 'r{''''') ~ 1,),
.., ...... .1...;--. i", .1. ~.c.......... ..,11 ...." __ It:. •• \.1~ ...
'i ~t1iJng: \\'{j?,~.4,~ ~)i.rI~C ~.1r1(1 a :'lT~)T1~ :-;t·::~t:)
·Jr' familv ~::.\u9.lt:' GO n()L~O .ar irorn
.rieir !~:r;r:id.._·~. {'<~!ld;e~ <-~rl~ nianlv '\"31-
9. You stated that YOU insited Is-
rael. How does life differ from Israel
than the life here?
It depends \vhere y011 are.just
like it depends where you .ive here.
T'1-,nr~-' c~n' (.,+-;C'-; suburb<;;: farrniin a ern.-
_ ...... \.. ... "-' (,.-..... _ \... .. L.... ~ ~ "---' l . '- .. J.. ....,U 1 1 .:. 1~ ".:.. ~
,'lei1- ~!1 American culture we smiie at
.\.",....../.,',,, .m: ";~1" ·');1· now "r" vou"
......- _~, ............ J'-...~(." a_ •• _ c I, ...... J.
8. Do you feel that there will ever
bepeace between the Jewish State and
its Arab neighbors?
Right now there is peace be-
tween Jordan and Israel and Egypt
and Israel There is a famous saying
that 'You don't make peace with your
friends, you make peace with your
enemies." Each country must look out
for its own people. The present situa-
tionhas no easy answer. There should
be peace; this way Israel will be able
to flourish and lead a normal economic
life and stop worrying about security
issues all ofthe time. More time would
be able to be devoted to internal de-
velopment and problem solving.
There are Arabs living in Is-
rael who do identify themselves as Is-
raeli citizens, which is different than
those Arabs who identify themselves
as Palestinians. There is alsoa differ-
ence between the general Palestinian
population and the radical Muslim
, fundamentalists. The thing that has
been botheringme lately is that people
have been coming up to me and say-
ingthat "allArabs are bad." I find this
extremely disturbing because by gen-
eralizing, it's doing to other people
what has been done to us {Jews}.
~ .. ., . ...... . . ~ . ~
,,'('i'\ lr:\"ili\·t.\(lf')t.~·,,,\.'~.:---i~!~rc~l\'it~~, i :-.hiI1~
.. "l'~l) +or . l " '"" ..
,J!'- "" ..... ...~ 1 ,oJ,,-- ':'''.-.
,','.1" to stuurut« ar n(lr:l~"'·: C'nde.se(
T ~ , -
1 am nere to ,)(' a re-source to
·Jewish students. BiJJet is not a typi-
cal club. You can he a member ofHillel
and still be a member of the Account-
ing Society and other clubs on cam-
pus. Hillel is bigger than that and
more broad focused. I am here to pro-
vide information about Israel Pro-
grams and try to hook people up to
things inside and outside ofNew York
that would be interesting. I am here
4. What is Hillel?
Hillel is the Foundation for
Jewish Campus Life. Hillel was
started at the University ofIllinois, to
be a home away from home for Jew-
ish students. Hillel is different at ev-
ery campus. This means incorporat-
ing Judaism and Jewish values into
your way of life, in a variety of ways.
Our goal is to provide education and
outreach to students. It is an interna-
tional organization. Hillel ofNew York
serves 17campuses in the GreaterNY
area. By connecting with Hillel on
campus you are hooking up to a net-
work that already exists. Students
studying in Manhattan previously
were not really tapping into this re-
source. New York is such a Jewish
city, but there were a lack of connec-
tions and services for Jewish students.
A CONVERSATION WITH
ELLEN STEIGMAN
5. What do you feel is the great-
est challenges facing college Jewish
students today?
The greatest challenge for
Jewish students in college today, is
that unless you are solidly rooted as a
Jew it is very easy to lose sight of it
and not find out about all of the in-
credible things about being Jewish.
Being Jewish is more thanjust a reli-
gion. It's a culture, it is a way ofthink-
ing, it's so vast and varied. Speaking
from myown experience havinggrown
up as an identified and affiliated Jew,
I think there are a lot of people out
there who are intimidated by religion.
Especially in New York, where there
is a strong, very religious Jewishpres-
ence. There are ways to make incor-
porate Judaism into your life, no mat-
ter whatkind ofbackgroundyou have.
I think the overwhelmingchal-
lenge for students at Baruch is that
we are a commuter school ·and there
are students who do commute 1.5-2
hours to get here. This creates a cul-
ture ofthe individual instead ofa uni-
fied campus. People will come in for
classes, go to work, and go home, with-
out interacting with otherpeople. Also
the fact that the campus is spread out
makes it difficult to find people. With
all of that said I think Student Life
does a great job in coordinating differ-
ent events, but I think the lack of a
solid connecting campus is a big chal-
lenge.
Also, people have outside inter-
ests. It is a shame that something so
internal such as your religion, is con-
sidered an outside interest, but on
campus that is orten the case. There
::·,~r:\.· U'.ll'S110n:-; were- (1Jr~'~",\': ::-r he!"
.:< .!. ~I"lL' were personaiiv n\~Don::,ible
:.)7" :10W much coverage TJ: e .\;t'fC 'ior«
~'::nt·." , a national paper, :il'\'()W::; to
I_'~~~l' which is a NeVI: York based in-
-t itution.
Sowhat can CU'1\l"Y do to change
i ts image in the eyes of the public?
'"(~l.J'NY students have to better orga-
nized and media savvy," Hsiao em-
phasized. "Youshould treat the media
like all other institutions."
3. How did the project get
started?..
Previously {Hillel} had a part
time person trying to serve as a re-
source to Jewish students at Manhat-
tan schools like Baruch, Pace, FIT, The
New School, Cooper Union, John Jay
College and Marymount Manhattan
College. We at Hillel decided that this
was really an under served population
We were approached by an organiza-
tion called the Educational'Alliance
which runs outreach programs for the
community They approached Hillel
and proposed that they would like to
help work with college students.
United Jewish Appeal-Federation is
the central Jewish organization which
funds social service programs in the
New York area and helps fund Jewish
communities around the globe. They
fund various outreach programs to the
elderly, community centers, educa-
tional institutions, people with AIDS,
and other populations. AJewish Con-
tinuity Grant is a special grant which
funds projects that serve previously
unserved Jewish populations in cre-
ative ways. This particulargrant was
created in an attempt to serve those
Jewish students, who were under rep-
resented in the community.
CUNY'S IMAGE
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2. As the Director of Hillel at
Baruch College, what do you do?
The·goal is to create a Jewish
student life, create a sense ofcommu-
nity, and to provide educational pro-
gramming to colleges in the Lower
Manhattan area.
By Ira Hersch
I recently sat down and spoke to
Ellen Steigman, the Director ofHillel
Commuter Center at Baruch College.
1. Tell me a little about yourself"
I was born in Chicago and
grew up in the suburbs outside Phila-
delphia. I attended Brandeis Univer-
sity in Boston and received my BA in
Ancient History and Judaic Studies in
1991. After graduating from college I
went to work for a year. I also visited
Israel for a year as a volunteer, work-
ing in a kibbutz (collective commu-
nity), working with new immigrants,
teaching English and a developing
town.
---.-. -.,
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reotypes created by past actor's
interpretations can be disre-
garded because oftheir fine show-
Ings..
"Sweet Nothing" is a sincere,
compassionate look at the perils
of drug use and its effects on the
user and his world. Like Mike
Figgis' "Leaving Las Vegas,"
Winick's film may be difficult to
watch at times because of its mor-
bid content, but it is a powerful
motion picture worth watching
for its message and angle.
"Sweet Nothing" will be play-
ing at the Film Forum from March
27 to April 9.
'it
Actress Mira Sorvino (I.) and actor Michael Imperioli (r.)play a young
Bronx couple whose lives are nearly destroyed by crack in Gary
Winick's debut feature "Sweet Nothing."
suffering addict, Imperioli gives
him identity and substance.
Actress Mira Sorvino contin-
ues to take good roles and turn
in great performances. Monika
is not an amazing character; she
is a wife and a mother trying to
feed her family. Sorvino, how-
ever, understands this and dis-
plays the necessary emotions at
the proper moments. Imperioli
and Sorvino have roles which
have been dramatized before; for
Imperioli, the self destructive
drug addict and Sorvino, the wor-
ried wife trying to keep her fam-
ily together. In both cases, ste-
"The story line is all
too typical ofadven-
. "ture-action. games...
scenario in the past, yet Winick
and screenwriter Lee Drysdale
take us into the mind ofAngel. We
hear his rationalizations, we learn
his sentiments and see his reac-
tions. Winick's use' of point-of-
view shots and voice over narra-
tion of diary excerpts successfully
force the viewer to see through the
eyes of this addict. The result is a
deeper understanding of the drug
addict in general and greater sen-
sitivity towards this unfortunately
common worldwide situation.
All ofthis means a sweet nothing
if this film is weak in the execution
of its cinematography. Despite its
low budget status, this picture is
not made like a low budget film.
Winick's direction is well devel-
oped and innovative. He main-
tains a focus on his subject and
allows us to see everything we need
and want to see concerning Angel's
situation. As co-producer Rick
Bowman said, "Gary's vision was
to put a human face on the suffer-
ing addict."
Michael Imperioli turns in a fine
performance in his first starring
role after being featured in such
films as "The Basketball Diaries,"
"Goodfellas," "Clockers" and "Dead
Presidents." He plays a realistic
Angel, never overacting or placing
too much emphasis on losing con-
trol or "flipping out" (which is the
way most desperate actors would
choose to interpret this type ofrole).
IfWinick puts a human face on the
and movie clips of the different
characters you interact with
throughout the game. One of the
interesting ways information is
passed on to you is through com-
munications you receive from the
other characters. The user gets
transmission, or hints from
Travicom headquarters, Travis
and Karen.
<C]O)=]l~JO)l\\1[ §\~Vlu[llg§ Irrto Stores
gorilla named Amy. The story One positive a~pect is
line is all too typical of adven- that the game is well
-ture-action games and bad Hol- designed and easy to
lywood movie plots. navigate. A hand
The game is rendered in 256 points to the different
color .photographic images that directions you can go
scroll over your screen as you and becomes high-
move. There are short animation lighted when there is
something special you
can do, such as pick up
an object. Along the
button of the screen,
there is a row of empty
slots where you can
store objects you pick
up along the way. The
objects help you navi-
gate through the jungle
and find tools you will
need to survive. For
example, you use a "Conge, TAe Mouie-Viacom New
knife to break open a .Media's latest CD-ROM release.
supply case, where you pick majority of the game is played
up a raft. though a first-person view.
The game moves through two You see what the hero seee, You
different views or modes. The Continued on page 25
"Angel continually
digs himself into
deeper holes for
another high... "
"Sweet Nothing" Turns Addiction Inside Out
Film attempts to portray drug abusefrom addict's point-of-view.
IBy Manny RodriguezPeople endlessly debate the rea-
.$ons why individuals choose to
take drugs. Possibly for escape,
but what about those with good
lives? In Gary Winick's debut
feature "Sweet Nothing," it isjust
because they are there.
"Sweet Nothing" is based on
diaries written by a Bronx crack
addict. An addict named Angel
(played by Michael Imperioli),
tries to provide for his wife
Monika (Oscar nominee Mira
Sorvino) and his family while
fighting his addiction. After be-
ing introduced to drugs by his
friend Raymond (played by actor
.' . .
Paul Calderon), the two decide to
go into the drug business to-
gether. What follows is some-
what predictable: Angel can't con-
trol his habit, Raymond becomes
overwhelmed by his power, they
become enemies, Angel alienates
his family and his wife kicks him
out. Angel continually digs him-
self into deeper holes for another
high, piling up debts and losing
everything dear to him piece by
piece.
Similar films have had the same
~~ t~
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By Rosario Mas~giacomo
Based on the semi-successful
Frank Marshall motion picture
~Congo", the CD-ROM game
"Congo, The Movie: Descent Into
Zinj" is okay, ifyou want a cheap
imitation of"Myst." Loosely fol-
lowing the plot, which was based
on the best-selling novel by
Michael Crichton, this CD-ROM
adventure game from Viacom
New Media, takes you into the
jungle of Zinj. Your job is to
find diamonds that will make
Ycur client Travicom the most
powerful telecommunications
company in the world. The com-
pany president, Travis, is the
t ypical "bad-guy" corporate
boss.
You are Operative Jack
Kisumu, the typical hero. Your
job is to find the rare "type-3B
diamonds," and to save opera-
'tive Karen Ross', who has been
'~ost in the Congo with a signing
(
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Medical Center
If you have a flexible schedule and
are interested in participating, call for
more information at:
(212) 214-3843 or 241-6634.
is seeking healthy individuals between
the ages of 22-45 to serve as a normal con-
trol subject for a Medical Research Study in
+ the Department of Psychiatry.
II
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I, I !h~ Mount Sinai Medical ~en~er ~illl
ji reimourse UD to $250 oer stuav aav Tor !
• .. "":':...f.. ':-.' '\...'.1
:ji time and expenses.
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Employment options beyond F-l Practi-
cal Training/ J-l Academic Training:
Thursday, April 18.. 1996
EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP
The I.S.S.C. is sponsoring a workshop for
students who wish to pursue employment
.L ~ -'
bevond the time allowed on nractical/aca-
- -
ccmic traminz. Tonics will include a dis-
"-' .L
as permanentresidency status. The work-
shop will be held on Thursday, April 18
from 4:30 to 6 pm in the Administra-
tive Lounge of the 22nd St. Bldg. Pre-
senting will be Eugene Goldstein, a
prominent New York immigration attor-
ney.. All students are welcometo attend.
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"Thin line between rap and
l · "rea 'tty ...
-Smif-N-Wessun
i
Sunset In Effect: Edward Rodriguez with recording artist Kurious
-
Hip-Hop Editorial By Edward Rodriguez
Ij
J
Ij
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THE TIDE BEGINS To TURN...
~ ..
BOROUGH OF
Travicom agent Karen Moss
makes a transmission.
guidance, so you are free to move
.around. The only thing you have
to be weary of is the dangers that
might lurk behind a branch or in a
tree. In Congo, unlike some other
adventure games, you can die.
. Overall, this game is probably
not worth the money. However,
if you liked the movie, your best
bet is to wait a few months until
stores are forced to lower the
prices because of left over inven-
:6 tory (it's hard to imagine anyone
~ running out and actually buying
~ this thing.)
~ Congo, which is rated Teen due
8 to animated violence and blood,
~ needs at least a 486 pX2 66 with
8 megs ofram and a double speed
CD-ROM. A version for the
Macintosh is due out soon.
. -----------_._---._-
also occasionally hear him talk to
himselfand to the people he inter-
acts with. The second view is
through virtual reality glasses
you put on when you enter your
raft. You navigate your raft
through rough waters, but o~nly
get to choose left or right when
you come to a fork in the river.
Although not as intriguing as
Myst and not as exiting as a
traditional adventure or action
game, Congo does have its own
high points. The photographic
rendered images and animation
sequences fit well together. The
sound effects and background
music with the beautiful images
makes you feel as if you are in
the jungle. There is very little
Campsite scene froiD the CD·
ROM"Congo, The Movie."
T COMMUNITY COlLEGE (BMCC)
. Harrison Street
(between West Broadway & West Side Highway)
SPOSSORS:
Stu.eBbck i1nd Pucno Rican l.eg'i$blive Cwcus; ProfcssiOlhll SraffCongress (PSC); Cr.i\·etSit)· F3r..""Ulty s.:noue fC'FS); ='~W Y\Jlk
Public: Interest Research Group C't-YPIRG); l"ni\"mity Srud:m Senate n;SS): iU1d y\)W' Sn:c:knt Govemmenes,
SIJPPORTED Sf:
Citizens' ~tobili7~ri,...",,, c ... ·_ ... · ...-
STARTIJ.VG· POIJ.VT:
TRAISS TO Bll1CC:
#2 or 3 to Chambers St. (closest); A or E to Chambers:
N or R to City Hall; #4. 5, 6 to Bklyn Bridge/City Hall
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If you think
1. The 4gers
2. Offensive line coach
Pete Mangurian
3.2
1. How many times has
the Super Bowl been
played in Florida?
2. When did Mike Tyson
win his first World Title?
3. ~ichHigh School re-
cently won the PSAL Divi-
sion A Championship?
4. How many games are
there in an NBA regular
season?
ee
, I
• •
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In the next few issues, a question will be asked and you,
the reader, can respond to them by sending it to Marlon
at·360 Park Avenue South room 1522.
What do you think about Mahm,oud
Abdul -Rauf, of the Denver Nuggets,
sitting out on the national anthems
Then standing once he found out that
the NBA was going to suspend him,
without pay for each game he sat for.
-------------,.----------
,~
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Ticker Open House.!!
Ifyou're interested in joining
our award winning school
.newspaper, 'come to .room 15-22
-.
in the PAS building Thursday
March 28 during club hours to
learn about how you can
become a writer!
Do any of you get a nasty taste in vr~- '1 mouth when you see the new Masthead?? Well I do, and now 1
given the opportunity to change mine!. ~ are a few potential Mastheads if you like them, let me know.
that they a re just as .,ad as the original one, make up your own and submit it in.
------------
I
t~.
~ neitfdJ/1 rroBet
inrJolrJet{contact 'DaI7m or
9tfimny at (212)802-
6800111 Su6mit artirluJ
fdtet;sJ poetryDrsliort
fiction in1<9om 15221360
~SoutliJll
Artist: Various Artists
Album: Lover's Mood
Vol. 3
Label: VP Records
Music can be a very important
element when the, door closes and
the lights dim. When cuddling up
with that special someone, the
ambiance can make the difference
between warm embraces and cold
bed sheets. "Lover's Mood: Vol. 3."
a compilation album featuri ng nine
reggae acts, fails to create that right
mood.
Although there are a few choice
songs featured, the album just has
too many inconsistencies that ham-
per the romantic flow. Singing
Melody's take on Mary J. Bl'ige's
R&B hit "You Bring Me Joy" is a
smooth enough. However, the song
is the sixth in the lineup. Too much
time is wasted looking through the
fi rst five tracks for that right
groove ...and nobody wants to be
left waiting.
The song "Julie On My Mind" by
Sanchez and "Genie" by Sandy Star
also help to create the proper atmo-
sphere but the majority ofthe songs
vary too much in terms of tempo,
dynamic and vocal style. The di-
versity that is usually beneficial on
compilations destroys the album's
continuity and spoils the lover's
mood.
-Darren Hartley
.--.....
community and praises God for
helping him live through the
struggles of his life.
This album reflects the inner-
self of Robert Kelly. He allows
the listener to get up-close, inti-
mate and personal. So for all of
you fans, he is back with a sound
that will definitely have your body
callin' once again!
-Teniha Durham
emphasis on roots.
This artist, along with his con-
temporaries like Buju Banton and
Beenie Man, is proof that roots
reggae can move the young crowd.
Shunning slack lyrics, born fi m ur-
der themes and bubbly dub shots,
Determine's debut leads the flocks
and shocks the world.
-Darren Hartley
"Sorted for E's and Whizz." How-
ever, all of these songs, even with
their razor sharp lyrics, miss the
mark due to the music backing it
up. I'm all for Cocker in his Cru-
sade for the regular people but I
think these issues have all been
covered in a more appropriate form.
That form being punk rock, with
.bands like the Sex Pistols, lashing
out in true raw anger. The music of
Pulp, created by the six members
who juggle instruments, 'seems to
hold that anger back despite the
power of the lyrics. The music is
c much too slick, controlled, and bom-
~ bastically over-arranged. However,
~ most music critics disagree and say
---------' that the popular context in which
Island Records recording group and British-pop success, Pulp.
the songs are delivered on "Differ-
ent Class" are where Cocker and .
Pulp show their true genius.
It may not matter what I say
because Pulp has a sold a millions
albums anyway. But unless you
have been in to bands like Depeche
Mode and Erasure or similar
groups, Pulp is not for you. If you
are a fan of cheesy, watery pop-
music with razor sharp lyrics, then
Pulp is what you want.
-Anthony Gregory
-._------_._._._----- -- -- ------ ---:-----,,-------,;-~----- ----------- - - --------
jeeps. However, ladies, R.
Kelly also .shows his love
and respect for you in songs
such as "Baby, Baby,
Baby... " and "Trade In My
Life. " For those who can
relate to having an "under-
cover lover," you will defi-
nitely enjoy the smooth
sounds and lyrics to "Down
Low," which features the
Isley Brothers.
The album also has phat,
heavy bass cuts such as "Be
Happy, "which will have you ,
nodding your head: The Notori-
ous B.I.G. appears on this song;
offering his advice on how to keep
women happy in a relationship.
Although this album contains
seductive and party sounds, there
is another side to it. R. Kelly
reminds you of his strong rela-
tionshipwith God during the in-
terlude breaks. He also confesses
his feelings about the media, his
you've got the idea of what Pulp stick anything out but he has and
IS. now he's ori top. His lyrics direct
This album is quite a shame anger at all the forces he feels
because I like songs that have have kept him down so long.
lyrics as heartfelt as Jarvis On this album he lashes out in
Cocker's. Cocker grew up in the the song'"Mis-shapes" against up-
northern England city ofSheffield per class, snobs. He also pokes
trying to make it with Pulp since fun at how the upper class in
the age of 17; he's 33-years-old England trtes to act like the work-
now. He has watched fame and" . ing class in "Common People."
fortune pass him by on several- He also takes a shot at the raving
occasions. That's a long time to .scerre in England's cl ubs in
and Determine's playful zeal
combine to make a complete
and satisfying album.
Determine's most powerful
performances are those that
utilize the passion he has for
his Rastafarian faith, as dis-
played on "Kette Drum." This
passion can be found in such
songs such as "Shaha Zulu, "
"Beat The Kette Drum" (fea-
turing Frankie Paul), and
"Forgive Them Lord." Love,
respect and responsibility for
his bredren is also expressed
in "Bab,' «uu>and '·Don't Remem-
ber Love," a song which shows
dancehall's shift from gangsta lyr-
ics to redemption songs.
In addition to the 'culture lyric'
cuts, straight-up party jams are
also featured on this album. De-
termine breaks loose on songs such
as "Ho La La" and "Washing Ma-
ch i ne" without abandoning his
---------~
Artist: Pulp
Album: Different Class
Label: Island Records
. - - ---- -----
-- - ------- - - --- -----
)
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Artist: R. Kelly
; Album: R. Kelly
, Label: Jive
Unless you are a big fan ofBrit-
pop (which I am definitely not)
chances are you will hate the mu-
sic on this CD. "Different Class,"
which has risen to the ranks of
number one on the UK charts and
boasts sales of nearly one million
copies world wide, is a collection j
of q'uint.essent.ial cheesy British II
pop tunes, that deal with issues
such as sex, revenge, and class
struggle. 1
While issues such as those l
should be fodder for some very
passionate and energetic songs,
Pulp delivers their messages in
the typical, synthesized Euro-
dance pop format. To give an idea
ofhow cheesy the music is, do any
of you remember ABBA? Keep-
ing that sound in mind, picture a
bunch of Oasis looking guys with
Morissey on lead vocals. Actually
its Jarvis Cocker who's just as
throaty in his deliverance and who
can turn in to Roger Waters when
he's angry. Mix that all up and
26 .
l triot h i ng e lse , the R&B sound
is definitely versatile in the 90's.
R&B has offers many types of
flavor; ranging from those with
phat old school beats, to jazzy,
soulful sounds. One artist who
contributes to this diversity is
Chicago native Robert Kelly,
who I found to be true to himself
and his music on his latest al-
bum "R. Kelly." On this, his
third album, R. Kelly expresses
his inner-most feelings about
life, love, pain, happiness and
religion.
There's a broad range ofgrooves
featured on this album. "You Re-
mind Me Of Something," the
album's controversial first single,
expresses Kelly's abstract
thoughts by relating women to
(Artis· Determi ')
I
t: ter ine
Album: Shock The World
~.abel: VPRecords ~
Recently debuting with Beenie
Man on the instant classic "Kette
Dnun, " dancehall artist Determine
quickly made his mark. Deter-
7Y'; -1 . ; -',.-, ., .- ~ r ri 110" up +- he "£'0"0''-' n11~ll e 4~ ~ .\) \\ ~ :....1~ b L 1. '"-boCA.\....
::C('j1(' w i t r, ::is VP Records dr-bu t
albu m "Rock The \Vorld."
Sbowcasi na vocal fluidity and
po we rfu l m icrophone presence.
Dcterrn iru- represents what was.
v,: hat i S a n d w hat will be i n
d a ncchall. He blends the expres-
si ve fire of roots reggae with the
energetic flare of today's youth.
T'hc- result is a perfect blend of
rhythm, voice and song.
The album contains 14 quality
cuts by veteran producer Bobby
"Disrital" Dixon. Quality produc-
t.iorr phat kette-bolstered riddims
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My "I TOLD YOU SO" team
of the tournament is Villanova.
Anyone who picked them to go
all the way should have their
head examined. Kerry Kittle's
exit from the tournament this
year was almost as disappoint-
ing as last year when they lost
in the first round to Old Domin-
ion. Everyone should have real-
ized that Big East teams were
born to choke. It doesn't make a
difference that three of them
were in the Final Four in 1985,
this is 1996 and your best bet is
now Georgetown who has to face
a 30-1 Texas Tech team that
beat North Carolina by 19.
One final note, Dennis Rod-
man; Defensive Player of the
Year or Most Improved Wres-
tler? There is no reason to
headbutt a referee, at any time,
Is this the beginning. of the.end
. for the Bulls? Since Scottie
Pippen is already out for an-
other ten days and now Rodman
is suspended for six games for
his best Junk Yard Dog imper-
sonation, it's do or die time for
the Bulls run towards 70 wins.
Tyson crack a hole in Bowe's
head? Certainly.
My PEW team of the week is
UCLA. There wasn't even a
close second for this choice.
They went from defending na-
tional champions to defeated
national champions. How could
the defending national cham-
pion be eliminated in the first
round?' Was Ed O'Bannon re-
ally that important to them? I
doubt it. Princeton was prob-
ably the most well Coached team
that the. Bruins faced. They
were beaten by a back door play
that you learn when you are
nine years old.
My SLEEPER pick for the
tournament is Wake Forest,
they have made it to the Sweet
16 and Tim Duncan is well on
his way to asserting himself as
.the 'best player in the country
(you Allen Iverson fans may
think differently). Unfortu-
nately, Duncan does not have
Randolph Childress to rely on
this year for the perimeter game
that would put them over the
edge.
granted by Jordan? Was it just
that the Knicks are that good?
Alright, let's not get out ofhand.
The Knicks did play exception- '
ally well, but if it wasn't for
Derek "The Fossil" Harper, who
scored 20 points in the third
quarter this would have never
happened.
Question: What's the easiest
way to waste 40 dollars? The
answer is quite simple. Spend
money on any Tyson fight that
is on pay-per-view. I have come
to the conclusion that Buster
Douglas beat Tyson six years
ago via the biggest fluke in the
history of boxing. Frank Bruno
told is English faithful that he
was going to walk. into the ring
with a belt and' walk out of the
ring with a belt. The only belt
that Bruno walked out of the
ring 'with, was the belt that kept
his pants up.
Tyson was paid 30 million dol-
lars for 3 rounds of boxing! The
equivalent to about 4 million a
minute. Will Tyson unify the
belt again? Yes. Will Tyson get
his shot at Bowe? Yes. Will
-
By Eric Wright
As I predicted at the end of
November, Don Nelson wouldn't
take the Knicks past the second
round. As a matter offact he's not
going to take the Knicks anywhere
because he is now out of a job.
Your head coach is now the to-
tally inexperienced Jeff Van
Gundy. He said it best himself,
"I'mjust a division III point guard
who was lucky enough to get the
job." He has decided to go and
play the way that Riley used to
have them play, it's rather unfor-
tunate that there are only a few
Knicks that actually played for
Riley that are on the team.
The Knicks realized after loses
to the Clippers (at home) and
the Sixers that they had reached
ground zero. They were about
to Iose their No.4 spot in the
playoffs and then it happened....
On national television, the
Knicks abused, torched, mo-
lested, spit on, and shellacked
the Bulls. You might ask your-
self, "How on earth did this hap-
pen?" Was it an act of some
divine force? Was it mercy
, -.
.
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By Ari Hirsch
If someone gave you six mil-
lion dollars to run around a 20 X
20 ft. ring for two and a half
rounds, would you do it? Of
course you would! Now, what if
I told you that you'd also have
to dodge a couple of hand gre-
nades thrown at you by Iron
Mike? Would you still do it?
After watching the "whipping"
that Mike Tyson gave Frank
Bruno this past Saturday night
in Vegas, I'm sure the question
has crossed many people's
minds.
Is Mike Tyson that good that
he .' attracts so much attention?
Are all the other heavy weights
out there just that bad? After
six years without a title, bad
notoriety as a convicted felon,
and two years of being in a fed-
eral penitentiary, Tyson re-
claimed the World Boxing Coun-
cils heavyweight champion title
without even breaking a sweat!
From the opening bell, Tyson
came out like bull dozer, fast
and ferocious, with Bruno never
really getting a chance. Cut-
ting Bruno's' eye in the first
round, Bruno was enabled to see
who the better man really was!
Even with all the "Brits" in
Bruno's corner that showed up
in Vegas for the fight, they
couldn't do a thing to revive
Bruno from a Tyson knockout.
I guess the real question now
is whether Tyson will ever have
a legitimate opponent to face
him in the ring. According to
the controversial and money
hungry Don King, Tyson's
agenda is to dethrone Bruce
Seldon, the WBA champion, fnd
Frans Botha, the International
Boxing Federation champion
this coming July. But truth-
fully, who cares? Does anyone
know who these boxers are?
Doe-s anyone think that they
have a shot of making Tyson
sweat? Of course not! But will
the money be there? You bet!
Everyone wants to take a crack
at Tyson. Especially when
you're guaranteed to be earning
at least a million $$ a minute,
just for getting in the ring wi th
him. Everybody already knows
that boxing is one of the most
crooked businesses out there
and ifyou need to feed the kids,
fight Mike and have King set it
up!
Obviously, Tyson must fight at
least some of the marquee boxers
like a Riddick Bowe, Evander
Holyfield, or probably the fight
that would generate the most
money in the history of boxing; a
match with George Foreman. If
Tyson wants to get the respect of
being the greatest boxer of his
era, that's a chance he'd have to
take. But that's all premature.
So far Tyson has completed Phase
I by showing the world that he
still has what it takes to be a
champion. Now, he must work on
Phase II. Reclaiming-the unifica-
tion of all the heavyweight titles
of the world. You better believe
that every boxer out there is go-
ing to want to fight the champ,.
just because of that mighty green
$$.
After dwelling on this a little
more, I've come to the realization
that boxers wouldn't mind-enter-
ing a ring with Tyson. Assuming
of course, a guarantee that the
hospital bill wouldn't be more
than they earned on the figh twas
proposed. But would they hesi-
tate after eeing how many times
Bruno had to actually hug Tyson
(save us..... please)?
